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This research tells a data-derived story about Louisville’s Waterfront Park and the role that it 

plays in its community.  It describes the diversity of visitors to the park; the economic impact of 

these visitors; and the levels of satisfaction felt by those who visit the Park. This information can 

be used to inform the Park’s future strategy, trajectory, and financing.   
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About IQS Research 

Founded in 1999, IQS Research is a custom market research and data 

analytics firm. We provide precise and actionable insights about your 

employees, communities, customers and markets. We are the trusted 

partner that decision-makers rely on, not just to answer questions, but to 

enable meaningful change.  

For more information, please visit www.iqsresearch.com. 

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

 

Material Accuracy 

The intent of the Waterfront Development 

Corporation: Visitor Profile Study and this 

subsequent report is to provide accurate and 

authoritative information about the profile of 

those who visit Waterfront Park. IQS Research 

makes reasonable effort to ensure that all 

data are collected, analyzed, and portrayed in 

an accurate and factual manner. However, 

there is no guarantee that these data are 

without flaws or that the use of these data will 

prevent differences of opinion or disputes, and 

IQS Research bears no responsibility for their 

use or consequences. 

  

http://www.iqsresearch.com/
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Methodology 

Beginning on May 18, 2017 and ending on November 6, 2017, IQS Research dispatched a team of 

trained data collectors to conduct in-person interviews with park visitors at Louisville’s Waterfront 

Park. 

To ensure that responses were collected from a representative sample of park visitors over the 

course of the late spring, summer, and fall, team members solicited interviews via iPads and paper 

surveys during four-hour shifts at a variety of park locations, times of day, weekdays/weekends, and 

event-centered and non-event centered outings.   

Waterfront Park was divided into four zones (please see Figure 1A on the following page). Data 

collection team members were assigned to conduct interviews within specific zones during their 

shifts at the park. Additionally, data collectors solicited interviews at a variety of times including 

morning, mid-day, and evening shifts. These shifts were balanced between week-day and weekend 

outings on both event-centered days and non-event-centered days at the park. 

To achieve representativeness not only in accordance with the times that people visit the park but 

also in terms of the types of individuals who visit the park, data collection team members were 

trained to abide by a “line of sight” rule. According to this rule, data collection team members 

approached and subsequently asked park visitors to complete the survey in the order that the 

visitors appeared in the data collector’s line of sight.  

The survey instrument fielded consisted of 31 questions in total and included both closed and open-

ended questions about the visitor’s experience at the park. After a series of demographic questions 

about the respondent’s background, respondents were invited to participate in an optional online 

follow-up survey. 

Those who agreed received a personalized email invitation to complete the survey one day after 

their trip to the park. Personalized reminders were also provided to further encourage participation. 

The follow-up survey consisted of 22 questions, both closed- and open-ended, covering additional 

topics including the user experience visiting the park and financial elements.  Individuals who 

completed this survey were entered into a drawing for a $250 gift card – a “thank you” incentive that 

was advertised to individuals when they are asked if they would like to participate in the follow-up 

process.  

This data set includes a total of 1,533 of in-person responses.  For the purposes of calculating a 

margin of error, we used an estimated annual park attendance of 1.6 million individuals which yields 

a margin of error of ±2.5% at the 95% confidence level. When the total persons accompanying all 

survey respondents are tabulated, 5,469 visitors are accounted for in this data collection process. 
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Of the 1,533 visitors interviewed in person, 340 individuals, or 22%, went on to complete a follow-up 

survey.  Relative to overall estimated park attendance, this delivers a sampling error for the overall 

population of ±5.3% at the 95% confidence level.   

Figure 1A: 

Figure 1A: Map of Waterfront Park divided into zones used by IQS’ Data Collection Team 

 

The economic impact modeling included in this report was produced by Barry Kornstein. Barry is an 

Economic Development Data Research Consultant with degrees in Applied Mathematics, Literature, 

Political Science, and International Studies from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 

University of Minnesota- Twin Cities, and Claremont Graduate University. He spent 23 years at the 

University of Louisville, working hand-in-hand with economics professor Dr. Paul Coomes from 

1993-2012 before going on to serve as the lead Economics researcher for the Urban Studies Institute 

in 2012. He has produced economic and fiscal impact studies for state and local government 

agencies, industry trade groups, and nonprofit organizations, such as the Kentucky Fair Board, 

Kentucky Center for the Arts, Kentucky Commission on Military Affairs, Louisville Convention and 

Visitors Bureau, Louisville Water Company, LG&E, Kentucky Distillers Association, Kentucky 

Automotive Industry Association, and the Speed Art Museum.  

Zone 1 
Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 
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Who visits Waterfront Park?  

Visitor Profile 
Demographics 

Residency: When referring to the residency of Waterfront Park visitors, there are two groups. The 

first group can be identified as “locals” 

and refers to park visitors who live in the 

immediate metro area. The immediate 

metro area encompasses seven Kentucky 

and Indiana counties (Jefferson, Bullitt, 

Oldham, Shelby, Clark, Floyd and Harrison 

county). The majority of Waterfront Park 

visitors reside in Kentucky and more 

specifically in Jefferson County.  

The second group is identified as “out of 

town visitors”; this refers to park visitors 

who do not reside in the immediate 

metro area. This group represents 35 US 

states and three other countries (Australia, Germany and Brazil).  

Below is a map that illustrates all unique zip codes provided by respondents within the United 

States.  

Local 
76%

Out of 
town 

visitor
24%

Three out of four Waterfront Park visitors reside in 
the immediate metro area.
Residency of Waterfront Park visitors

Local Out of town visitor
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Ethnicity and language: Waterfront Park is more diverse than Jefferson County. Illustrative of this 

are the 65% and 27% of park visitors who identify as Caucasian/White and African-American/Black 

respectively. In comparison, 73% of those who live in Jefferson County identify as Caucasian/White 

and 22% who identify as African-American/Black.1  

 

Out of town visitors are significantly more likely to be Caucasian/White than those who are local to 

the immediate metro area.  

     

In addition, we find that 75% of event-driven visitors identify as Caucasian/White while 18% identify 

as African-American/Black.       

Park visitors speak 30 different languages, inclusive of languages such as Spanish, Arabic, Chinese, 

French, Bengali, Bosnian, Tagalog and Thai. The predominant language spoken is English (93%) with 

the next most commonly spoken language being Spanish (3%). A list of all languages and the 

respective amount of Waterfront Park visitors who speak those languages can be found in the 

appendix.  

                                                        
1https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/jeffersoncountykentucky/PST04521 
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Waterfront Park is more diverse than Jefferson County. 
Jefferson County and Waterfront Park racial diversity

Waterfront Park

Jefferson County

61%
79%

32%
12%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Local Out of town visitor

Out of town visitors are significantly more likely to be Caucasian/White 
than locals.
Residency status grouped by predominant ethnicities

African-American/Black

Caucasian/White

https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/jeffersoncountykentucky/PST04521
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Age and gender: Waterfront Park attracts visitors of all ages. There is a heavy concentration of 

Waterfront Park visitors who fall within the 25 to 44-year-old age range (50%).  

 

Income and employment status: In large, respondents are employed full or part-time. In 

comparison, the income distribution of Waterfront Park visitors is much less distinct; we see that 

people of various income levels visit Waterfront Park.  

 

 

2% 5% 10%

28% 22% 16%
7% 6% 4%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Under 18 18-20 21-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-59 60-64 65 and
older

Waterfront Park attracts visitors of all ages.
Age of Waterfront Park visitors

59%

41%

0.3%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Female Male Other

Gender of Waterfront Park visitors

73%

9% 9% 5% 4%

0%
20%
40%
60%
80%

100%

Employed full-time or
part-time

Student Retired Don’t work outside the 
home

Other

Waterfront Park visitors are of various income levels and are 
predominantly employed. 
Employment status of Waterfront Park visitors

10% 12% 19% 21% 17% 11% 9%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Less than
$25,000

$25,000 to less
than $35,000

$35,000 to less
than $50,000

$50,000 to less
than $75,000

$75,000 to less
than $100,000

$100,000 to
less than
$150,000

$150,000 or
more

"What is the combined annual income of everyone in your home?" 
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Out of town visitors reported having a larger combined annual income than locals. Locals are twice 

as likely to be part of the lower half of the income distribution than out of town visitors. Nearly half 

of locals (48%) have a combined annual household income of less than $50,000, in comparison to 

the quarter out of town visitors (24%). 

 

Commitment with parks 

Shifting to park visitors’ level of commitment with parks, we observe that three out of four online 

survey respondents consider themselves to be a “parks’ person” and slightly fewer regularly visit 

parks in the Louisville area (60%). Despite park visitors’ interest and regular interaction with parks, 

only 24% donate time or money to parks.  

 

 

  

24%

60%

74%

20%

19%

17%

49%

19%

7%

8%

1%

2%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

I donate time or money to parks

I regularly visit parks in the Louisville area

I consider myself to be a parks' person

The majority of Waterfront Park visitors consider themselves to be a 
"parks' person" and regularly visit parks in the Louisville area, but 
relatively fewer donate time or money to parks. 

High Agreement 3 High Disagreement Dont Know/Not sure
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Trip Characteristics  

Group Profile 
Group composition  

Now that we have examined who visits Waterfront Park, we will explore what their trip to Waterfront 

looks like. Generally speaking, park visitors visit Waterfront Park with a group (83%) as opposed to 

visiting the park alone. The majority of park visitors who go with a group are nearly as equally likely 

to bring children to the park as they are to go with other adults.  

Park visitors are almost equally likely to bring children as they are to visit exclusively with other 

adults.  

The likelihood of park visitors bringing children to the park varies across race and ethnicity. 

Caucasian and Asian park visitors are the least likely to bring children with them to Waterfront Park 

while African-Americans, Hispanics and those who responded with ‘Other’ are more likely to bring 

children to Waterfront Park.   

No children
52%

At least 
one child

48%

How many adults and/or children are in your 
group today?

No children At least one child

17%

83%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Just me I'm with a group

Waterfront Park visitors who go by 
themself versus with a group

56% 54% 46% 45% 45%

44% 46% 54% 55% 55%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Caucasian/White Asian African-American/Black Hispanic/Latino Other

Caucasian park visitors are less likely to bring children with them to 
Waterfront Park than those who identified as African-American.
Waterfront Park visitor group composition stratified by race/ethnicity

No children At least one child
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Focusing on the group 

composition of out of town 

visitors, online survey 

participants indicated they 

predominantly travel with 

others who also live outside 

the immediate metro area. 

These 86% of individuals are 

most likely to come with 

one other person, though as 

many as 31 traveling 

companions was reported.   

Diving deeper into the 

group structure of 

Waterfront Park groups, when we look at each individual combination, specifying beyond if visitors 

brought children or not a few observations can be made. The first being, the single most common 

group structure is two adults and zero children. Another observation that can be made is with 

regard to drawing in large groups, 22% of the groups that visit Waterfront Park are composed of five 

or more people. Illustrative of these observations is the chart below that depicts the size and 

combination of groups that visit Waterfront Park.  

 

 

86%

5% 9%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

1 or more people other
than me

I was the only person in
the group who doesnt live

in the Louisville Metro
Area

I was traveling alone

Out of town visitors predominantly travel with other 
out of town visitors when visiting the metro area.
"How many people in your party also live outside of the 
Louisville Metro area?"
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Frequency & Length: Overall, a park visitor will typically spend between one to two hours at 

Waterfront Park. When stratifying by residency, we notice out of town visitors are three times more 

likely to spend more than four hours at the park than locals are.  

  

0.5% 3% 2%
10%

56%

20%
9%

0.3% 1% 1%
9%

40%

20%

28%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Less than 15
minutes

16 to 30
minutes

31 to 45
minutes

46 to 60
minutes

Between 1
and 2 hours

Between 3
and 4 hours

More than 4
hours

Park visitors typically spend between one to two hours at 
Waterfront Park.
"About how long will you visit the park today?" 

Local

Out of town visitor
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Examining the frequency at which people visit Waterfront Park, we observe locals visit often. In fact, 

more than half of the locals visit Waterfront Park at least a few times a month (56%). When 

considering out of town visitors, nearly one out of four out of town visitors indicated that they visit 

Waterfront Park multiple times on a single trip.  

  

  

21%
13%

22%
16% 11% 13%

3%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Multiple times
per week

About once a
week

A few times per
month but not

every week

About once a
month

Every few
months

Only a couple of
times per year

or less

This was my
only/first time

visiting

Over half of the park visitors who reside in the Louisville Metro Area visit 
Waterfront Park more than once a month. 
Frequency at which locals visit Waterfront Park 

56%

76%

12%
5% 2% 5%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

This was my only/first
time visiting

2 3 4 5 of more

Nearly one fourth of out of town visitors indicated they visited Waterfront 
Park multiple times during their trip.
Number of times out of town visitors indicated they had visited Waterfront Park

24%
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Motivation to visit Waterfront Park: With regard to park visitors’ motivation to visit Waterfront 

Park, we find that visitors are attracted to the park for various reasons. The table below illustrates 

the various reasons park visitors go to Waterfront Park, listing the reasons in order of most 

frequently cited to least commonly cited.  

“What are the reasons for your visit to the park today?” 

See the river 45% Connect with nature 33% 

Spend time with family 45% Take pictures/Do art 30% 

Walk the Big Four Bridge 38% 
Visit spray fountains/splash 

park/playgrounds 
29% 

People watching 37% Eat/picnic/cookout 19% 

Exercise 36% 
See specific attraction in the park (e.g. 

Lincoln Memorial) 
14% 

Attend an event at the park (concert, 

festival, fundraiser) 
36% Fishing/boating 1% 

Sightseeing 34% Other (Please specify) 5% 

 

When identifying their main reason for visiting Waterfront Park, park visitors provided more distinct 

responses. One third of the park visitors visit Waterfront Park for the primary purpose of attending 

an event.  
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Attending an event is the main reason one third of people visit Waterfront 
Park.
"From the answers you just gave, what is the main reason for your visit to the park today?"
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The main reason to visit Waterfront Park varies across race/ethnicity; African-American park visitors 

provided more child-oriented reasons such as to ‘spend time with family’, or to ‘visit spray 

fountains/splash park/playgrounds’. In contrast, Caucasian/White park visitors are significantly more 

likely to visit Waterfront Park to attend an event.  

 

We also observe a difference in motivation between event-driven visitors and non-event-driven 

visitors (event-driven visitors are defined to be those who were surveyed during an event). Park 

visitors are significantly more likely to be out with friends when attending an event, and 

considerably less likely to be out with their family.  
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African-American park visitors are more likely to visit the park for 
child-oriented reasons while Caucasian park visitors most commonly 
visit to attend an event. 
"From the answers you just gave, what is the main reason for your visit to the park 
today?"

Caucasian/White

African-American/Black

13%

40%
25%

12% 8% 2%
13%

55%

13% 15%
3% 2%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Date Family outing Out with friends Out by myself Group outing
(work, etc )

Something else

Overall people describe their visit as a family outing, but significantly less 
so when at an event.
"How would you describe today's  trip? Would you call this a...?"

Event

No Event
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Park Usage  
Events 
A large majority of park visitors have attended an event hosted by Waterfront Park; representative 

of this is the 75% of online survey respondents who said “yes” when asked, "Hosting an event is a 

significant component of Waterfront Park's mission to the community. Have you attended an event 

at Waterfront Park?”  

The most popular events are the Derby Festival event (42%) and Waterfront Wednesdays (40%). 

Forecastle (24%) and Charitable fundraisers (21%) are also popular choices. Frequent mentions in 

the “Other” option included the Mighty Kindness event and Hike, Bike and Paddle.  

 

Park visitors think Waterfront Park should bring in a variety of additional events. Below is a table 

illustrating the events, in which online respondents expressed interest.  

“What type of additional events, if any, do you think Waterfront Park should bring in?                  

(Please check all that apply).” 

Free concerts open to the community 66% Fundraising events (cancer walks, etc.) 34% 

Farmer’s Market 54% Paid concerts 31% 

Holiday activities 53% Dog activities 30% 

Water activities (boat races, paddling) 44% Political events 13% 

Ice Skating Rink 38% Other 6% 

Workout classes 33% - - 
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The Derby Festival has the highest attendance in relation to other events 
at Waterfront Park.
"Which event(s) did you attend? Check all that apply."
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Vendors 
Online survey respondents indicated occasional interaction with vendors at Waterfront Park. 

Representative of this are the 23% of park visitors who buy food and the 7% of park visitors who 

rent a bicycle or scooter (7%) while at Waterfront Park. 

 

Park visitors are not short of recommendations when it comes to additional food and rental options 

they would like to see. Food trucks, local food and healthy food options are popular 

recommendations for additional food options. The most popular recommendations for rentals 

include water activities such as boat rentals, kayaks and paddle boats. A full list of suggestions for 

both categories is included as Appendix B – Recommendations.  

  

23%
7%

77%
93%
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20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

buy any food rent any bicycles or scooters

Park visitors typically do not buy food nor rent 
bicycles or scooters while at Waterfront Park.
"During your most recent trip to Waterfront Park, did you...?"

Yes No
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What is the impact of Waterfront Park, both 

in terms of the local and state economy?  

Impact on Downtown Louisville  
If Waterfront Park did not exist… 

In assessing the impact Waterfront Park has on downtown Louisville, we will start by examining the 

likelihood of park visitors going to the downtown area if Waterfront Park were not part of their trip. 

Half of the park visitors indicated they would not go downtown were it not for Waterfront Park 

(score of 1 or 2) while 38% indicated they would go downtown regardless (score of 4 or 5). Below is a 

chart illustrating how respondents answered this question on a scale from one to five, one being 

they would not have made the trip downtown and five being they would have made the trip 

downtown.  

 

Coinciding with the previous statement, 48% of park visitors indicated they would stay home if they 

had not come to Waterfront Park. 

1 – I would not have come to 
downtown Louisville if it weren’t 
for this trip to Waterfront park

42%

2
8%

3
11%

4
10%

5 – I would have come 
to downtown Louisville 
today even if I wasn’t 
going to Waterfront 

Park, 28%

One out of two visitors specified they would not have come to 
downtown Louisville were it not for Waterfront Park. 
"If you were not at Waterfront Park, how likely is it that you would have come to 
downtown Louisville today?"

48%

16%
8% 4% 4% 1%

19%
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100%

Probably would
have stayed home

Same thing but at
another park

Visiting other
attractions in
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Visiting other
attractions but not
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Louisville

Same thing but
someplace else,
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Same thing but not
including

Waterfront Park as
part of trip

Other

Nearly half of park visitors specified they would have stayed home if they 
did not come to Waterfront Park.
"If you weren’t at Waterfront Park today, what else do you think you would be doing?"
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When assessing the other activities park visitors interact with while downtown, 54% of respondents 

specified that visiting Waterfront Park was the only activity in their trip to downtown. Of the 

respondents who specified plans apart from Waterfront Park, the most common activity is eating at 

a downtown restaurant (21%).  

“What else are you going to be doing while you are in downtown today? Please only consider 

places that are in Downtown Louisville (check all that apply).”  

Only visiting the park as part of this trip 54% 

Eating at a downtown restaurant 21% 

Visiting the park but then leaving downtown to do other things 16% 

Visiting one of the museums (Louisville Slugger, Muhammed Ali, Frasier, Louisville 

Science, etc.) 
3% 

I work in the area 3% 

Visiting 4th Street Live 3% 

Visiting one of the downtown shops 2% 

Slugger Field – Bats Baseball 1% 

Visiting another downtown business that is not a restaurant or shopping 1% 

Visiting the Belle of Louisville 1% 

Slugger Field – Soccer 0.4% 

Attending an event at YUM! Center 0.1% 

Other 8% 
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Spending profiles  
Locals 

Motivation: Shifting attention to the economic impact locals have on downtown Louisville, we will 

first examine the main intent locals have when visiting the area. Nearly three quarters of the locals 

identified Waterfront Park as their primary reason for visiting downtown.  

 

Spending profile: Online survey respondents were asked to itemize the spending of their most 

recent trip to the downtown area that included Waterfront Park, by first specifying if the money was 

spent in Downtown Louisville or not. Respondents then identified the amount of money spent in the 

three categories (dining, entertainment and shopping).  

We found that local park visitors most commonly spend money while downtown than when in other 

parts of the metro area, regardless of spending category.  
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Three in four locals identified Waterfront Park as their 
primary reason for visiting downtown Louisville. 
"What is the main reason you are visiting downtown Louisville today?"
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Locals more frequently spend money while downtown than 
when in other parts of the metro area.
Locals who spent money stratified by category 

Downtown Louisville Not Downtown Louisville
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Exclusively focusing on the locals who spent money, we find on average they spend about the same 

amount of money on dining and entertainment irrespective of being downtown. In comparison, 

when analyzing the shopping category, the average amount spent while downtown is $22 more than 

the average spent before or after they go downtown.  

“Thinking about the money that you spent during your most recent trip that included 

Waterfront Park, about how much did you spend on the following items?” 

 
Dowtown Louisville Not Downtown Louisville 

 
Range Average Range Average  

Dining  $2-$200 $36 $6-$150 $36 

Entertainment $5-$300 $59 $5-$180 $55 

Shopping  $1-$500 $85 $10-$500 $63 
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Out of town visitors  

Motivation and length of trip: Out of town visitors most frequently visit the Louisville and 

Southern Indiana area with the purpose of pleasure or vacation; over half of park visitors describe 

their trip as such. In comparison, about one in ten out of town visitors specified that they were in the 

area just to visit the park. 

  

 

Stratifying the length park visitors stay by purpose, we observe that out of town visitors visiting for 

conventions stay the longest, typically staying for four to seven days. In comparison, park visitors 

who make the trip with the main intent of visiting the park stay the shortest length of time, most 

commonly staying just for the day.  
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Out of town visitors most frequently visit the Louisville Metro Area for 
pleasure or vacation.
"What is the main reason for your visit to this area?“
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41%
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Out of town visitors in the area for a convention typically stay the longest. 
Out of town visitors trip length stratified by reason for visiting the area

Day trip 1-3 days 4-7 days 7+ days
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Transportation and lodging: With regard to lodging, out of town visitors are most likely to stay at a 

hotel (45%). The most common answer among the ‘other’ lodging category of those who were 

staying longer than a day is camping and the most common method of transportation for out of 

town visitors is driving (84%). This should not be surprising as 93% of the respondents live in 

Kentucky or a bordering state of Kentucky. 

For their trip to the Louisville Metro area, out of town visitors typically stay at a hotel and drive. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Activities: Out of town visitors who responded to the online survey were asked what type of 

activities and places they engaged with while in the Louisville Metro area. The most popular choice is 

museums and other historic sites (33%) while sports games, distillery tours and theater received 

comparably similar scores (8%-10%).  
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The most popular activity among out of town park visitors is museums and 
historic sites. 
"While you were in Louisville, what other activities or attractions did you visit?         
(Please check all that apply)."
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45%
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Other

Other rental facility

Friend or family members
home

Hotel

"While you are visiting, are you staying in a…?" 

Drove
84%

Flew
10%

Other
6%

"For your most recent trip to the Louisville 
area, what form of transportation did you 
use to get to the area?"

Drove Flew Other
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Spending profile: Focusing on the spending profile of out of town visitors, we see they typically 

spend the most on lodging and the least amount of money on transportation. 

 

The following section is the in-depth economic impact assessment produced by Barry Kornstein. 

This economic impact assessment includes a thorough analysis of the impact that Waterfront Park 

has on the economic health of downtown Louisville and Jefferson County.  

47%
52%

68% 69% 70%
16%

26%

25% 21% 16%
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Out of town visitors typically spend the most on lodging and the least 
amount of money on transportation.
Out of town visitor spending profile 
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Assessed Economic Impact  
The term “economic impact” is reserved for export industries that bring in new money to a regional 

economy, such as most manufacturing plants (because they sell their goods nationally or 

internationally). Most retail and service industries merely absorb local dollars that would have been 

spent regionally if not at a particular merchant in question, although there are exceptions such as 

the IKEA phenomenon, where a store is a destination for people living well beyond the immediate 

region, or an architectural or business consulting firm with clients nationwide. In fact, many 

businesses provide a mix of export and local supply. So, it is not unusual for an economic impact 

study to seek to tease out the export aspect of an activity from its entirety. Waterfront Park is clearly 

a highly valued amenity for people living in the region that also functions as an export service. This 

section of the report will look at this property of Waterfront Park in two different ways. First, we will 

look at the impact that Waterfront Park has on the Jefferson County economy via its usage by people 

coming from outside of Jefferson County and its surrounding counties. Second, we will examine the 

impact that the shift in spending by Jefferson County residents who don’t live downtown as well as 

those who reside in the surrounding counties to downtown Louisville has on the downtown 

economy. 

The Economic Impact of Nonlocal Visitors to Waterfront Park on the Jefferson County 

Economy 

This analysis takes a very restrictive position as to what activity counts towards export oriented 

economic impact. We only include the visits by people who stated in the intercept survey that their 

primary reason for visiting Louisville was to come to Waterfront Park. We exclude those who 

responded that they came to Louisville for business, convention, or other pleasure/vacation 

reasons. While some who came for pleasure/vacation reasons may also have been attending events 

at Waterfront Park, we assume it was the event that drew them here, not the Park specifically. 

Whether or not any specific event would have occurred in Louisville (thus drawing visitors) without 

having been held at Waterfront Park is beyond the scope of this report. Therefore, we can view the 

results of the analysis as a bottom end estimate of Waterfront Park’s impact. 

IQS estimates that total annual visitation at Waterfront Park is in the range of 1.6 million to 3 million 

people. The intercept survey indicated that just under 22 percent of visitors came from outside of 

Jefferson County and the surrounding counties. Of those, 63 percent were overnight visitors to the 

Louisville area, while 37 percent were just spending the day in the region. Of the overnight visitors, 

just 3.6 percent said that their primary reason for visiting Louisville was to go to Waterfront Park. Of 

the day trippers, 22.6 percent said that they primarily came to Louisville to visit the Park.   
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Calculation of Local Waterfront Park Visits Relevant to Redistribution Spending Analysis 

Minimum Maximum  

1,600,000 3,000,000 Total Annual Visits 

21.9%  Percentage Non-Regional Visits 

349,920 656,100 Non-Regional Visits 

63.0% 37.0% Percent Overnight / Percent Day Trips 

Overnight Visits Day Trip Visits  

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum  

220,520 413,474 129,400 242,626 Overnight Visits / Day Trip Visits 

3.6% 22.6% Primary reason for visiting Louisville was 

to come to Waterfront Park 

7,873 14,761 29,257 54,858 Visits relevant to economic analysis 

 

This narrows down the range of visits that are relevant to economic impact analysis considerably. 

Applying the percentages above to the range of total annual Park visits, we arrive at a range of 

between roughly 7,870 and 14,760 relevant visits by people who stayed overnight in the region, and 

a range of about 29,250 to 54,860 for relevant visits by people who stayed in the region just for the 

day. 

The follow-up survey asked non-local visitors about their group’s spending in five categories 

(transportation, lodging, dining, entertainment, and shopping). There were very few respondents 

who answered these questions who were primarily in town to visit Waterfront Park, while the 

majority were here for general pleasure/vacation reasons. Since it is likely that those people would 

spend similarly to the visitors who were here just for the Park on the days that they visited 

Waterfront Park, we used the survey results for all but the people here for business and conventions 

in calculating visitor spending profiles. 

We estimate that overnight visitors spent an average of just over $78 per person per visit to 

Waterfront Park. They spent roughly $15.50 on transportation, $32.60 for lodging, $16.20 on dining, 

$7.50 on entertainment, and $6.30 shopping on average. Day trip visitors spent just a little bit less 

per person per visit to the Park than did the overnighters, about $75.60 per person for the day they 

were in town. They spent about $12.70 on transportation, $18.80 on dining, $25.50 on 

entertainment, and $18.60 shopping on average.  
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Economic Impact Relevant Spending by Waterfront Park Visitors to the Louisville Region  

 Average Spending per Person per Visit  

 Overnight Day Trip  

Transportation $15.46 $12.72  

Lodging $32.60 $0.00  

Dining $16.24 $18.86  

Entertainment $7.55 $25.47  

Shopping $6.32 $18.57  

Total $78.17 $75.62  

               Total Annual Spending by Waterfront Park Visitors 

 Overnight  Day Trip  

 Minimum Maximum  Minimum Maximum 

Transportation $121,740 $228,263  $372,134 $697,751 

Lodging $256,669 $481,255  $0 $0 

Dining $127,827 $239,677  $551,785 $1,034,597 

Entertainment $59,465 $111,497  $745,237 $1,397,318 

Shopping $49,733 $93,248  $543,352 $1,018,786 

Total $615,435 $1,153,941  $2,212,508 $4,148,452 

These estimates align fairly well with recent estimates produced by industry consultants for the 

Louisville Convention and Visitors Bureau. There are three relevant studies available on the LCVB 

website, and their total spending estimates per person per day for overnight visitors range from 

$139 to $162, and for day trip visitors from $47 to $65. The differences from the Waterfront Park 

survey results lie mostly in the entertainment and shopping categories. The LCVB commissioned 

studies include business and convention travelers, who tend to spend much more in those 

categories when staying overnight than other travelers. We have this result in the Waterfront Park 

survey as well. The day trip visitors in this survey spend more in these categories, but this might be 

expected since people coming to a downtown location would likely seek out those kinds of venues 

more than people visiting other parts of the region just for the day. Many day trippers are here to 

visit relatives or are involved in specific family and child-centric activities (such as youth sports) that 

would lessen their spending on entertainment and shopping. We feel that the above estimates are 

reasonable per person per visit spending profiles. 
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Multiplying the spending profiles by the minimum and maximum estimates for Park visits by 

overnighters and day trippers gives us estimates for the total annual spending by category. 

Overnight visitors to the region add between $615,000 and $1.15 million in economic impact 

relevant spending to the Jefferson County economy. Day trip visitors add between $2.2 million and 

$4.1 million in economic impact relevant spending to the Jefferson County economy. This represents 

direct spending at downtown Louisville businesses. 

We utilize the IMPLAN economic modeling program to estimate all of the spending effects in this 

report. IMPLAN is one of the most widely used regional input-output modeling systems in the world, 

used in thousands of studies. Input-output models are based upon detailed data describing how 

much each industry buys from every other industry in order to produce their output, in addition to 

the compensation they pay their employees and the taxes they pay. IMPLAN has details on 536 

industries and associated commodities (goods and services) and includes a sophisticated county-to-

county trade model so that it can predict how much each industry buys from every other industry in 

the state, as well as how much must be imported from outside the state to support a given level of 

production. Industry production creates household spending, as well as goods and services, through 

labor income, much of which is then spent on goods and services. IMPLAN models this through 

detailed data on personal consumption expenditures, creating detailed household spending 

patterns for each of nine household income groups. 
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Economic Impact on Jefferson County from Overnight Visitors to Waterfront Park  

Impact Type Employment Labor Income Value Added Output 

Minimum 

Direct Effect 5.8 $187,466 $306,669 $499,664 

Indirect Effect 1.3 $62,319 $106,827 $182,166 

Induced Effect 1.4 $63,494 $111,003 $186,970 

Total Effect 8.3 $313,279 $524,499 $868,800 

Maximum 

Direct Effect 10.8 $351,498 $575,005 $936,870 

Indirect Effect 2.3 $116,847 $200,301 $341,560 

Induced Effect 2.6 $119,052 $208,131 $350,570 

Total Effect 15.7 $587,397 $983,437 $1,629,000 

Impact Within Downtown Louisville 

Total Effect Employment Labor Income Value Added Output 

Minimum 6.4 $219,544 $364,605 $595,141 

Maximum 12.0 $411,646 $683,635 $1,115,889 

The table above summarizes the annual economic impacts generated by the spending of out-of-

town overnight visitors to Waterfront Park. We’ll first briefly explain the row and column headings. 

Direct Effect refers to the change being modeled, in this case the downtown spending related to 

Waterfront Park visits. The Indirect Effect is the result of the linkages between businesses as they 

purchase inputs from each other (raw materials, transportation, electricity, tools, computers, 

insurance, etc.). When households purchase goods and services, businesses change their purchases 

from vendors, which may support changes in employment and payrolls. Of course, the vendors also 

purchase goods and services from each other, so that the total indirect effect includes all the inter-

industry linkages. The Induced Effect refers to the impact via the spending of affected households. 

Regional sales of cars, groceries, building supplies, banking services, and so on are all sensitive to 

growth in disposable income, as are donations to nonprofit groups, churches, and charities. The 

induced effect includes the household spending of all households affected directly and by the 

indirect linkages. The Total Effect is the sum of the Direct, Indirect and Induced Effects. 
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Labor income includes fringe benefits (both privately provided, such as health insurance or 

retirement fund matches, and government provided, such as Social Security and Medicare 

payments) as well as proprietor income (e.g. self-employment and unincorporated small 

businesses). Value Added refers to the portion of the value of products that is not tied to the cost of 

purchased inputs. It is the difference between the sales value of a product or service Labor income 

includes fringe benefits (both privately provided, such as health insurance or retirement fund 

matches, and government provided, such as Social Security and Medicare payments) as well as 

proprietor income (e.g. self-employment and unincorporated small businesses). Value Added refers 

to the portion of the value of products that is not tied to the cost of purchased inputs. It is the 

difference between the sales value of a product or service and the value of all the purchased inputs, 

so it is the additional value gained during the production process. Since an input of one industry is 

the output of an industry upstream in the production process, focusing on value added avoids 

double counting. State level GDP, for example, is just the sum of the value added at all businesses in 

the state (not the sum of their output/sales). Output is usually just total sales, except for retail 

establishments. The merchant’s cost for goods sold at retail is excluded from Output, which is why 

the direct output figures do not equal the total annual visitor spending in the previous table.  
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The spending of overnight visitors who were primarily in Louisville to visit Waterfront Park produces 

enough economic activity to support between 8 and 16 jobs across Jefferson County. Those jobs 

provide incomes totaling from $310,000 to $590,000 and add between half a million and a million 

dollars to the area’s GDP. About 76 percent of the job impact and 70 percent of the other impacts 

occur within downtown Louisville (defined as the 40202 zip code, which captures most of what is 

usually considered downtown and the majority of Nulu). 

Economic Impact on Jefferson County from Day Trip Visitors to Waterfront Park 

Impact Type Employment Labor Income Value Added Output 

Minimum 

Direct Effect 25.4 $694,477 $858,769 $1,595,367 

Indirect Effect 5.4 $225,775 $419,669 $702,113 

Induced Effect 4.9 $232,384 $406,225 $684,285 

Total Effect 35.8 $1,152,635 $1,684,662 $2,981,764 

Maximum 

Direct Effect 47.6 $1,302,143 $1,610,191 $2,991,313 

Indirect Effect 10.0 $423,329 $786,879 $1,316,461 

Induced Effect 9.3 $435,720 $761,671 $1,283,033 

Total Effect 67.0 $2,161,191 $3,158,742 $5,590,808 

Impact Within Downtown Louisville 

Total Effect Employment Labor Income Value Added Output 

Minimum 27.6 $802,285 $1,079,775 $1,946,730 

Maximum 51.8 $1,504,283 $2,024,579 $3,650,118 
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The annual spending of day trip visitors who were primarily in Louisville to visit Waterfront Park 

produces enough economic activity to support between 36 and 67 jobs across Jefferson County. 

Those jobs provide incomes totaling in the range of $1.15 million to $2.16 million, and add between 

$1.7 million and $3.2 million dollars to the area’s GDP. About 77 percent of the job impact and 67 

percent of the other impacts occur within downtown Louisville. 

Economic Impact on Jefferson County from All Visitors to Waterfront Park    

Total Effect Employment Labor Income Value Added Output 

Minimum 44.1 $1,465,914 $2,209,162 $3,850,564 

Maximum 82.7 $2,748,588 $4,142,178 $7,219,808 

Impact Within Downtown Louisville 

Total Effect Employment Labor Income Value Added Output 

Minimum 34.0 $1,021,829 $1,444,381 $2,541,871 

Maximum 63.8 $1,915,929 $2,708,213 $4,766,007 

Altogether, out-of-town visitors to Waterfront Park have an annual impact on sales in Jefferson 

County of between $3.8 and $7.2 million, of which between $2.2 million and $4.1 million is unique 

value added. That activity supports 44 to 83 jobs in the county with incomes totaling $1.4 million to 

$2.7 million. Most of this impact occurs within downtown Louisville. Out-of-town visitors support 

between 34 and 64 jobs in downtown Louisville, with incomes totaling between $1 million and $1.9 

million. Because of the restrictive way we defined which visitors were relevant to economic impact, 

these results can be seen as the very low end of the true Waterfront Park impact on Louisville. 
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There are also taxes collected when visitors spend money in the local economy and additional tax 

collections from local residents whose jobs are supported by visitor spending. The table below 

summarizes the economic impact related tax effects that are the most direct and easiest to quantify. 

There may be other tax impacts (such as property tax increases on homes and motor vehicles) but 

they are indirect and their relation to visitor spending is much harder to tease out. We therefore 

concentrate on taxes directly impacted by spending and incomes. 

Economic Impact Related Tax Effects due to Non-Local Visitors to Waterfront Park 

 Minimum Maximum 

Taxes Collected from Visitor Spending 

Jefferson County Transient Room Tax $21,817 $40,907 

State Transient Room & Sales Tax on Lodging $16,057 $30,107 

State Sales Tax $87,251 $163,595 

Taxes Collected from Local Residents due to Supported Jobs  

State Income Tax $39,580 $74,212 

State Sales Tax $46,909 $87,955 

Jefferson County Occupational Taxes $17,712 $33,209 

JCPS Occupational Tax $7,787 $14,601 

When visitors stay in paid lodging they pay a transient room tax to both the county and the state, as 

well as state sales tax. We estimate that visitors to Waterfront Park generate between $21,000 and 

$41,000 in room tax to Jefferson County and between $16,000 and $30,000 in room related taxes to 

the state (the latter figures reflect the fact that 20 percent of lodging was used by Kentuckians, who 

likely would have spent that money elsewhere in the state if not in Louisville, and paid sales tax). 

Visitors also pay state sales tax on their dining, entertainment, and shopping expenditures. We 

estimate that this spending generated between $87,000 and $164,000 in revenue for the state 

(again, these figures reflect the fact that 30 percent of non-local visitors were Kentuckians, who likely 

would have spent that money elsewhere in the state). 

State income and sales taxes related to the jobs and incomes supported by visitor spending is 

derived via effective tax rates. Effective rates are the typical collections given the total value of 

incomes in a jurisdiction. We estimate that the state collects between $39,000 and $74,000 in 

income tax and between $46,000 and $88,000 in sales tax resulting from the household incomes 

supported by Waterfront Park tourism. The county and school occupational taxes are collected 

directly from income (for the most part), so the calculations are straightforward (we do adjust the 

school tax because it is only collected from county residents). We estimate that Waterfront Park 

tourism generates between $18,000 and $33,000 in county occupational tax and between $8,000 

and $15,000 in school occupational tax. 
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Altogether, we estimate that the most direct state tax benefits from Waterfront Park tourism total 

somewhere between $173,000 and $326,000, while the most direct tax benefits to Jefferson County 

total between $47,000 and $89,000. 

The Effect on Downtown Louisville of Redistributed Spending by Local Waterfront Park 

Visitors 

In addition to acting as a draw to our city for travelers, Waterfront Park attracts many visitors from 

all the Jefferson County neighborhoods and surrounding counties. When local residents spend 

money in the Park or at neighboring businesses they are not adding new money to the local 

economy, we assume that they would have spent the same amount of money in other ways at 

businesses located elsewhere in the region. But Waterfront Park does act as a magnet redirecting 

spending away from the other areas of Jefferson County and the surrounding counties towards 

downtown Louisville. 

The intercept survey indicated that just over 78 percent of visitors came from either Jefferson 

County or one of the surrounding counties. Of those, about 98 percent were not residents of 

downtown Louisville. Of the regional visitors who answered the question, approximately 86 percent 

said that their primary reason for visiting downtown on that day was to go to Waterfront Park. 

Applying the percentages above to the range of total annual Park visits, we arrive at a range of 

between about 1.06 million and 1.99 million visits by local people that are relevant to the analysis of 

the geographic redistribution of local spending. 

Calculation of Local Waterfront Park Visits Relevant to Redistributed 

Spending Analysis 

Minimum Maximum  

1,600,000 3,000,000 Total Annual Visits 

78.1%  Percentage Regional Visits 

1,250,080 2,343,900 Regional Visits 

98.3%  Percent Not a Downtown Resident 

Minimum Maximum  

1,228,204 2,302,882 Local Visitors not from Downtown 

86.4%  Primary reason for visiting downtown 

was to come to Waterfront Park 

1,061,659 1,990,611 Visits relevant to redistribution 

analysis 
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The follow-up survey asked local visitors about their group’s spending in three categories (dining, 

entertainment, and shopping). Over three-quarters of the respondents who answered these 

questions were downtown primarily to visit Waterfront Park, so we were able to use spending 

estimates exclusively from this group in calculating visitor spending profiles. We estimate that local 

Park visitors spent an average of about $21.70 per person per visit to Waterfront Park. Their 

spending was roughly evenly split, on average, between dining ($7.50), entertainment ($7.00), and 

shopping ($7.20). 

Redistribution Relevant Spending by Local 

Waterfront Park Visitors 

 Average Spending per 

Person per Visit 

 

Dining $7.48  

Entertainment $7.01  

Shopping $7.17  

Total $21.66  

         Total Annual Spending 

 Minimum Maximum 

Dining $7,943,634 $14,894,313 

Entertainment $7,437,087 $13,944,538 

Shopping $7,614,175 $14,276,578 

Total $22,994,895 $43,115,429 
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Multiplying the spending profiles by the minimum and maximum estimates for Park visits by locals 

not residing downtown gives us estimates for the total annual spending by category. Local 

Waterfront Park visitors shifted between $23 million and $43.1 million in spending from other areas 

of Jefferson County and surrounding counties to downtown Louisville. 

Effect on Downtown Louisville of Redistributed Spending by Local Waterfront Park 

Visitors 

 

Impact Type Employment Labor 

Income 

Value Added Output 

Minimum 

Direct Effect 307.9 $8,205,654 $10,183,320 $18,800,157 

Indirect Effect 23.4 $1,181,354 $2,432,858 $3,861,169 

Induced Effect 1.5 $69,224 $122,939 $198,836 

Total Effect 332.8 $9,456,232 $12,739,118 $22,860,162 

Maximum 

Direct Effect 577.3 $15,385,600 $19,093,726 $35,250,293 

Indirect Effect 43.8 $2,215,040 $4,561,610 $7,239,693 

Induced Effect 2.9 $129,796 $230,511 $372,818 

Total Effect 624.0 $17,730,436 $23,885,846 $42,862,804 

This redirected spending has a significant effect on downtown Louisville. The shift in spending from 

the areas outside of downtown and surrounding counties to Waterfront Park and nearby businesses 

has an annual effect on sales in downtown Louisville of between $22.8 and $42.8 million, of which 

between $12.7 million and $23.9 million is unique value added. That activity is enough to support 

333 to 624 jobs within the downtown area, with incomes totaling $9.4 million to $17.7 million. The 

upper end of these estimates represents about one percent of all jobs in the downtown area (and 

0.4 percent of labor income). 
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It is important to note that a reorientation of local spending towards downtown Louisville does not 

imply a zero-sum situation. Nearly 20 percent of the spending comes from regional residents living 

outside of Jefferson County, 10.6 percent living in Indiana (Clark, Floyd, and Harrison counties) and 9 

percent in the Kentucky counties adjacent to Jefferson County. Further, amenities in any part of the 

county will act to redirect some local spending to their immediate area, but still act as 

enhancements for the entire region. Finally, the kind of spending that occurs downtown (primarily 

retail, entertainment, and dining) by Waterfront Park visitors has similar effects countywide and 

regionwide no matter where it occurs in Jefferson County. That is, dollars spent dining out anywhere 

in the county will produce similar spinoff effects both in magnitude and geographic coverage. The 

following table shows the indirect and induced effects estimated for the rest of Jefferson County and 

the metro counties outside of Jefferson County that are the result of the downtown spending by 

local Waterfront Park visitors. Comparing to the previous table we see that the bulk of the indirect 

and induced effects will occur outside of downtown. 

Effect on Downtown Spending by Local Waterfront Park Visitors on the Rest of 

Jefferson County and the Louisville MSA 

 

Impact Type Employment Labor 

Income 

Value Added Output 

The Rest of Jefferson County  

Minimum 

Indirect Effect 36.2 $1,413,410 $2,394,121 $4,202,481 

Induced Effect  56.7 $2,657,329 $4,643,263 $7,829,846 

Maximum 

Indirect Effect 68.0 $2,650,144 $4,488,977 $7,879.,651 

Induced Effect 106.3 $4,982,491 $8,706,119 $14,680,960 

MSA Counties Outside of Jefferson County 

Minimum  

Indirect Effect 6.5 $168,565 $231,823 $714,488 

Induced Effect 18.5 $876,037 $1,618,854 $2,973,610 

Maximum 

Indirect Effect 12.1 $316,058 $434,667 $1,339,664 

Induced Effect 34.7 $1,642,569 $3,035,350 $5,575,519 
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Close to a third of locals for whom visiting Waterfront Park was their primary reason for being 

downtown were there to attend a specific event, such as a concert, festival, or fundraiser. It is 

possible that it was the event that brought them downtown rather than Waterfront Park itself. But it 

is also the case that many, if not most, of these events would not have occurred at a downtown 

location except for Waterfront Park. Because our spending estimates are based in part on answers 

from people attending specific events they do partially incorporate this possibility. We therefore 

think that the results are a fairly accurate representation of the effect that Waterfront Park has on 

the geography of local spending patterns. 

Because all of the spending comes from locals there is no tax effect from the jobs and incomes 

supported in the downtown area from the shift in spending from the other areas of Jefferson County 

and surrounding counties. There are likely indirect tax effects, most prominently arising from 

increased property valuation for several blocks surrounding Waterfront Park. But these effects are 

very difficult to separate out from other factors and are beyond the scope of the present study.  

Waterfront Park is an important part of a package of amenities that Louisville has to offer its citizens 

and guests, and as such helps make Louisville an attractive place to live and locate a business. The 

findings in this section can be seen as the bare minimum impact that Waterfront Park has on the 

economic health of downtown Louisville and Jefferson County. 
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Perceptions of Waterfront Park  

Satisfaction 
Overall Satisfaction 

Overwhelmingly, people are satisfied with their visits to Waterfront Park. Indicative of this is the 97% 

of park visitors who are likely to recommend (scored a 4 or 5) the park to friends or family. It should 

be noted that less than 1% of the respondents were not likely to recommend (scored a 1 or 2) the 

park. Park visitors regardless of age, event-driven and group composition are satisfied with their trip 

to Waterfront Park.  

Waterfront Park excels at sending visitors home satisfied with their overall experience with the 

park. 

“Based on your visit today, how likely would you be to recommend the park to friends and family?”  
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Different Aspects of the Waterfront Experience  

While visitors are satisfied overall with their trip to Waterfront Park, it is still important to examine 

the various aspects of their Waterfront Park experience. 

Park Maintenance  

Overall, people displayed a great deal of satisfaction with Park Maintenance. The two components 

for park maintenance are park cleanliness and the condition of the park. The distribution of the 

scores for both elements is nearly identical and very positive. 

 
  

91%

91%

7%

6%

2%

1%

0.2%

1%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Park cleanliness

The condition of the park (upkeep and repairs)

Waterfront Park visitors are highly satisfied with the conditions and 
cleanliness of the park.
Park maintenance

High Satisfaction 3 Low Satisfaction Don't know/Not sure
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Safety     

Overall, park visitors feel safe at the park. The two components are lighting at the park and park 

safety. When comparing the two components, we see the biggest discrepancies between the scores 

of “Don’t know/Not sure.” There is much more uncertainty surrounding park visitors’ knowledge 

level with lighting at the park.   

Supporting the park safety component score, nearly three out of four (74%) online survey 

respondents exhibited high agreement with the following statement, “I personally feel safe when I 

am in Waterfront Park.”  

 

  

61%

78%

6%

11%

2%

5%

32%

5%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Lighting at the park

Park safety

Park visitors are highly satisfied with park safety. 
Park Safety

High Satisfaction 3 Low Satisfaction Don't know/Not sure
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Events and Amenities 

Park visitors are satisfied with the current activities at the park. However, park visitors feel there 

needs to be a larger variety of events held at Waterfront Park, and they would like for them to occur 

more frequently.  The three components evaluated were the number of events held at the park, the 

types of events held at the park, and things to do at the park. When analyzing the individual 

components, we see park visitors’ satisfaction was the highest with ‘Things to do at the park’.  

Locals: Online survey participants who are local to the metro area answered a few questions 

concerning their perception of the value Waterfront Park adds to the Louisville Metro area 

community. While 96% of respondents agreed that “Waterfront Park is a valuable asset to the 

community”, only 60% exhibited high agreement with, “There is a lot to do at Waterfront Park.”  

  

60%

96%

31%

3%

8%

1%

1%

1%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

There is a lot to do at Waterfront Park

Waterfront Park is a valuable asset for this
community

While locals agree that Waterfront Park is a valuable asset to the 
community, not all agree there is a lot to do at the park. 
Locals' perception around Waterfront Park's value 

High Agreement 3 High Disagreement Dont Know/Not sure
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4%

3%

3%

32%

26%

6%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

The number of events held at the park

The types of events at the park

Things to do at the park

Park visitors are satisfied with the current activities at Waterfront Park, but 
want a larger variety in the types of events along with an increase in 
frequency.
Events and Amenities

High Satisfaction 3 Low Satisfaction Don't know/Not sure
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Food                                                                                      

Overall, park visitors are not satisfied with the food available at Waterfront Park. The two 

components for satisfaction with food at Waterfront Park are the variety and quality of the food 

available.  

 

Similar to the events and amenities, there is a substantial amount of uncertainty surrounding the 

food available at Waterfront Park. This uncertainty as expected comes primarily from out of town 

visitors. Only considering locals’ scores, we see an increase in low satisfaction scores for both the 

quality of the food (30%) and variety of food available (25%). 
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Visitors are generally not satisfied with the food available 
at Waterfront Park. 
Food

High Satisfaction 3 Low Satisfaction Don't know/Not sure
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Recommendations  

The 61% of park visitors who assigned a score of ‘3’ or below on any of the satisfaction components 

previously discussed were asked to elaborate why they assigned a low score to a park component. 

As expected, many respondents articulated the need for a wider variety of food options and better 

quality of food available at Waterfront Park.  

The table below illustrates a sample of comments provided by respondents, again, a full list can be 

found in the appendix.   

“Earlier you gave a low score for your satisfaction, can you elaborate on the reasons 

why you gave that low score?” 

1 More food options  

2 Better food options 

3 Food trucks needed at park. On weekend days needed. Brings people to the park 

4 Food variety and quality just hotdogs and icecream. Get food trucks to come down on 

the weekends 

5 No healthy food 

6 Bathroom dirty 

7 Bathrooms are awful, but park is clean. 

8 More events. Diversity of music, blues, soul music, buddy guy, 

9 More lighting in areas with lots of foliage at night 

10 Safety knew people beat up on bridge. Not good. New post not that helpful. Don't see 

roving patrols. Should be more for the money appropriations.see more bodies. 

11 Safety. Time depends 

12 Safety - downtown can't come too late 

13 Shootings 

14 Things to do- not a lot  Number of events- doesn't know of many 

15 Types of events- for younger people. Prefers events for older people 
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Reviews  

Park visitors were asked, “What else, if anything should Waterfront Park do to help attract people 

like you to come to the park?” This question received a 75% response rate.  

The table below contains comments representative of the most frequently mentioned themes, 

excluding previously cited themes in the “recommendation” section.  A full list of the responses can 

be found in the appendix.  

“What else, if anything should Waterfront Park do to help attract people like you to 

come to the park?” 

1 More advertising  

2 More parking  

3 More concerts 

4 More family events  

5 Keep free parking  

Online survey respondents were asked, “What words would you use to describe Waterfront Park?” 

Park visitors describe Waterfront Park as, “fun, beautiful and clean.” 

People frequently associate Waterfront Park with the words “fun, beautiful and clean.” 
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Inclusion  
Park visitors of all ages, income levels, and races/ethnicities feel a sense of belonging; 91% of park 

visitors indicated high agreement (scored 4 or 5) with the following statement, “People like me visit 

Waterfront Park.”   

Park visitors of all ages, income levels, and ethnicities feel a sense of belonging. 
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Online survey respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement with, “I like the diversity of 

the people in Waterfront Park,” and 84% of these individuals specified a high agreement score (score 

of 4 or 5). In contrast, only 1% of online respondents indicated a high disagreement score.   

Locals: Locals were asked about their perception of inclusion at Waterfront Park. We found 75% of 

online survey respondents agree that Waterfront Park is the “front door” to Downtown Louisville 

and a place for all people in the community. When comparing the components, we see that 20% 

more respondents agreed that Waterfront Park is for all people in the community. Exclusively when 

evaluating the high disagreement scores, we see people are five times more likely to demonstrate 

high disagreement with Waterfront Park is the front door to Downtown Louisville than they are to 

say the same of, “Waterfront Park is for all people in the community” component.   
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Marketing  

Website and social media: Online survey respondents were asked about their utilization and 

opinion of the Waterfront Park website. Only a small portion of park visitors reported to have visited 

the Waterfront Park website (14%). Of the minority of park visitors that did so, 77% found the 

website to be helpful. Furthermore, there was not a single individual who assigned a score of ’1 – 

Not at all helpful’ or ‘2’.  

The minority of park visitors that visited the Waterfront Park website find it helpful.  

 

Waterfront Park visitors interact with various media platforms. The most utilized media platform is 

Facebook (76%) while the least interacted media platform is Tumblr (5%).   
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Interests: Waterfront Park visitors possess diverse interests. Online survey respondents were asked 

to specify areas/topics of interest; as illustrated by the table below, there are a wide variety of 

interests. Among the top scoring interests are outdoor activities, arts and culture, travel and health 

& fitness.  

 

“Which of the following topics and activities are of interest to you?                                                              

(Please check all that apply).” 

Outdoor Activities 78% School & Education 48% 

Arts and Culture 77% Fashion & Style 38% 

Travel 73% Religious & Spiritual 36% 

Health & Fitness 73% Identity & Relationship 36% 

Neighborhood & City 63% Parenting 35% 

Sports 53% Gaming 31% 

Animals & Pets 52% News & Politics 29% 

Home & Garden 52% Cars & Motorcycles 23% 

Science & Technology 49% Business 21% 
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Appendix A – Supplement data 

IQS Research also conducted research on the number of park visitors who cross the Big Four Bridge 

and those who attend an event. Our estimate is that there are presently between approximately one 

and a half million (i.e. 1,546,874) visits and approximately three million (i.e. 3,048,943) visits to 

Waterfront Park in a given 12-month period. 

Our lower estimate is based upon a combination of data provided by WDC describing the total 

number of entrances onto the Big Four Bridge from October 2016 through September 2017 along 

with data gathered by IQS Research between May 2017 and October 2017 which describe 

approximately what percentage of park attendees cross the Big Four Bridge. Our higher estimate is 

based on a similar combination of data provided by WDC which approximately describe the total 

attendance counts for park events between January 2017 and December 2017 along with data 

gathered by IQS Research between May 2017 and October 2017 which describe approximately what 

percentage of park attendees in a given day visit the park in order to attend an event. 

Both estimates are obtained using the following reasoning.  

Let N be the number of persons who visit Waterfront Park in a given day. 

Let pB be the probability that a person walks the Big Four Bridge during their visit to the park. 

Let pE be the probability that a person attends an event during their visit to the park. 

Let nB be the number of persons who walk the Big Four Bridge in a given day. 

Let nE be the number of persons who attend an event during a given day. 

Then nB = pB * N, nE = pE * N, and N = nB/pB = nE/pE, and we can estimate N in a given period by 

estimating nB and pB for that period or instead estimating nE and pE for that period.  

The data provided by WDC give us an estimate of nB and nE, while the data provided by the Visitor 

Profile Study give us an estimate of pB and nE. 

The available data yield the following estimates: 

• nB = 585,631 

(using data from October 2016 – September 2017) 

• PB = 0.3785901  

(using data from May-October 2017, extrapolating to cover October-September 2017) 

• nE = 1,102,555 

(using data from January-December 2017, including projections for Q4 2017) 

• PE = 0.3616188 
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(using data from May-October 2017, extrapolating to cover January-December 2017) 

Data provided by Waterfront Development Corporation 

Data usage of the Big Four Bridge  
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Data on Event Attendance 
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Appendix B – Recommendations  

What additional food options would you like to see offered in 
the park? 

 Response Count 

1 Food trucks 3 

2 Cheaper 2 

3 Coffee shop 2 

4 food trucks 2 

5 Healthy 2 

6 Healthy options 2 

7 More food trucks 2 

8 Not sure 2 

9 Popsicles 1 

10 A café for sit down meals and a to-go little store with snacks would be nice. 1 

11 A decent restaurant. Sit down like Captains Quarters on the Waterfront with a 

beautiful view. 

1 

12 A juice bar would be cool! 1 

13 A sit-down type of restaurant - pizza/ice cream parlor 1 

14 A taco truck! 1 

15 A variety of food options, a small convenience store for buying items to grill, baby 

supplies, first aid, snacks. 

1 

16 Additional food truck options. 1 

17 Alot. There was hardly anything there... 1 

18 An icecream shop 1 

19 Another restaurant to replace Doc Cantina 1 

20 Any additional options would be great. It was basically hot dogs and chips. Some 

healthy alternatives would be nice. 

1 

21 Any kind really 1 

22 Any sort of food options 1 
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23 Anything!  Healthy options.  Nothing offered anymore since Doc's Cantina is gone 

and Joe's Crab Shack is leaving.  There is a Subway & hot dog stand, but I think 

that's it. 

1 

24 Are there food options in the park not associated with a festival? Are you talking 

about Joe's Crab Shack?? 

1 

25 At the Hot Dog wagon. Absolutely love that place 1 

26 Beverages, kid friendly food 1 

27 Biergarten with local brews! 1 

28 Burgers, ice cream, healthy choices 1 

29 Cheaper restaurants 1 

30 Cocktails, burger, & fries 1 

31 Coffee bar 1 

32 Coffee Cafe with local pastries and bagels and such. 1 

33 COFFEE SHOP!! Seriously, my boyfriend and I love the coffee scene in Louisville and 

Waterfront Park definitely needs one! 

1 

34 Cotton Candy 1 

35 Couple more restaurants. 1 

36 Dairy free, vegetarian, vegan options 1 

37 Didn't see any food options 1 

38 Doc Cantina's must be replaced, asap.  It's an eyesore and its an embarrassment to 

the city that it is still vacant.  I don't care what type of food it is but it needs to be 

fixed. 

1 

39 Either a Food Truck 'Park' or have some restaurants.  It's a shame that I have to 

walk over to Indiana to eat.  There are no options on our side of the river, except 

hot dogs, within walking distance of the park. 

1 

40 Ethnic and local businesses 1 

41 Ethnic foods 1 

42 Fair food!! Food truck Fridays!! 1 

43 Farmers market or a grocery, bodega, and or cantina 1 

44 Fast casual restaurants. Tiki bar. More food trucks 1 
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45 Fast food, sit down restaurant 1 

46 Food truck vendors 1 

47 food trucks and restaurants 1 

48 Food trucks for events 1 

49 Food trucks scheduled for events 1 

50 Food trucks there a few times a week or at least on weekends. 1 

51 Food Trucks would be a great addition 1 

52 Food trucks, hand scoop ice cream and coffee shop like we experienced on the IN 

side near Falls of the Ohio 

1 

53 Food trucks, or permanent low cost foods. 1 

54 Food trucks, other restaurants (preferably local) 1 

55 Food Trucks.  In Dallas, TX they have a park/lawn area that they have tables and 

shade trees that food trucks line up and park along a large sidewalk daily.  People 

know that it will be there daily.  It offers a wide variety of food.  Its a big deal in 

Dallas and people come to the area to eat and relax outside. 

1 

56 Free water clean bathroom 1 

57 Frequent food trucks. 1 

58 Fresh juice like a juice bar.  A cafe with kid friendly healthy choices 1 

59 Funnel Cakes 1 

60 Gluten-free health foods, and a farmer's market or grocery for residents nearby. 1 

61 Healthier food options. Most seemed like carnival food. 1 

62 Healthier options 1 

63 Healthy food.  Food trucks 1 

64 Healthy stuff like salads/sandwiches. While I buy my kids hot dogs occasionally, I 

would love other choices when we're at the park (and when we don't want to pay 

for a meal at Joe's Crab Shack). 

1 

65 Healthy, affordably priced options. Vegetarian options. 1 

66 Healthy, local, reasonably priced food 1 

67 Higher quality food options 1 

68 Hot dog stands, pizza, burgers, bbq 1 
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69 Hot dog stands, vending machines 1 

70 Hotdogs 1 

71 Hotdogs, hamburgers, pizzas, chicken, barbecue & ice cream stands 1 

72 I'd love to see it be a bit more like Central Park in NYC with all sorts of food carts to 

choose from. It would be great if the Doc Cantina's building would re-open. I'd love 

to see more food trucks down there too. 

1 

73 I've never really seen food there outside of festivals so maybe a weekly food truck? 

Like every Tuesday have a different food truck or something 

1 

74 I am not sure. 1 

75 I did not see any food vendors when I was there. I would have liked to purchase 

food. We parked down by the rental bicycles part. 

1 

76 i did not see any vendors!! maybe add another 1 

77 I didn't notice any food vendors while i was there 1 

78 I didn't see any on my trip. 1 

79 I didnt know there was food at the park 1 

80 I do not eat at the park unless it is an event like Waterfront Wednesday or 

Forecastle. 

1 

81 I like the food trucks 1 

82 I like to bring my own.  I think a lot of vendors would lead to trash and waste.  Keep 

it the way it is. 

1 

83 I like what is there presently 1 

84 I saw no food options at the park, so any would be an improvement 1 

85 I would like more food truck options, such as a taco truck, barbeque, etc. 1 

86 I would like to see more restaurants near the park. The only building I have seen as 

a restaurant or am familiar with near the park is the building on the river that used 

to be the Tumbleweed. The building has since been opened and closed multiple 

times as different restaurants. I have heard that the landlord charges so much for 

rent that the restaurants can't stay open because there's too much overhead. I 

don't like that this is the only restaurant near the park I'm familiar with. 

1 

87 I would like to see more then just one vendor at the park there is very limited 

options on food and drink 

1 
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88 I would like to see restaurants across from the park. 1 

89 I would love it if there were multiple food trucks. Louisville has so many great 

restaurants. Why not have great food trucks at the park? 

1 

90 ice cream 1 

91 Ice cream  Wraps 1 

92 Ice cream! 1 

93 Ice cream, deli/sandwiches, cafe/bakery, bistro  Foods, beverages and snacks that 

suit well to people-watching or enjoying on the go.  Outdoor seating a must. 

1 

94 Ice cream, re-open Mexican restaurant, beer garden would be nice! 1 

95 Ice stand 1 

96 Icee 1 

97 If the food were of better quality, and more healthful, I would have an additional 

reason to visit.  Louisville isn't a great city for salads yet, even though we have 

access to lots of farm fresh produce.  Or, if the food were mediterranean in nature, 

etc. 

1 

98 If we can eat different countries food that will be good. 1 

99 It appeared as though there was only one food vendor, Joe's Crab Shack.  

Considering the length of the park, it would be nice to have something at the other 

end, possibly a lower-cost food stand. 

1 

100 Just additional food options in general, nothing specific. Maybe food trucks when 

hosting events like the ironman 

1 

101 Just more the only food I saw was a hotdog stand and a fish restaurant 1 

102 Like probably a KFC or a LIL CEASEARS PIZZA 1 

103 Local cuisine 1 

104 Local food trucks 1 

105 Local Food trucks would be nice. 1 

106 Local food trucks, local restaurants 1 

107 Lots 1 

108 Maybe American food, sit down like joes crab shack 1 

109 Maybe drink vending 1 
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110 Maybe some more permanent food locations, like they have across the bridge in 

Indiana 

1 

111 Mediterranean food 1 

112 Mexican food 1 

113 Mexican, more food vendors at events 1 

114 More ATM's. We didn't buy food because of the lines at the atm. 1 

115 More casual restaurants within walking distance from the park 1 

116 More food food trucks ice cream trucks on summer and spring not just for events 

for people there on a family outting 

1 

117 More food trucks on a regular basis. Not only for events. I feel they should be there 

around dinner time everyday and all day on weekends. 

1 

118 More food trucks. Shave ice, ice cream and a beer tub girl or two 1 

119 More food vendors, more things to do other then events 1 

120 More food venues are definitely needed at and near the park. 1 

121 More healthy options 1 

122 More local food trucks. The stands that were there felt limited and low quality. 1 

123 More non-traditional fair food that would be more healthy eating. 1 

124 More of a healthy selection.  And maybe a shaved ice station if it is really hot. 1 

125 More restaurants like TGI fridays, Texas Roadhouse or another Eagle would be 

nice. 

1 

126 More restaurants that stay in business 1 

127 More restaurants with a view and reasonable prices 1 

128 More restaurants. 1 

129 More than hot dogs and a continually empty restaurant space. 1 

130 more variety 1 

131 More variety, more ethnic food 1 

132 More water fountains 1 

133 Nacho stand, (slushies, shakes & ice cream) and a funnel cake stand. 1 
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134 Nearby restaurants would be nice. We always walk over the bridge and spend our 

money in Indiana. 

1 

135 Need more food options. 1 

136 New restaurants 1 

137 No opinion 1 

138 no opinion as we brought our own food 1 

139 Non-chains 1 

140 None 1 

141 None.  I LOVE Tim and Debbie! :) 1 

142 Not carnival food. Theres children and families and healthy non-drinkers showing 

up. Cleaner foods. Not junk food. 

1 

143 Only one hotdog stand that was super hard to find? Bought a water cus they didn't 

have any legit drinks like lemonade. Just reselling Coke cans.... lol 

1 

144 Pizza! 1 

145 Pizza. 1 

146 Planting trees is great... but maintaining established trees is very important. All 

along the river, and river road there are invasive vines suffocating these trees. 

Trees take a long time to grow... thats why it's important to maintain these 

established! 

1 

147 Raw fruits and vegetables 1 

148 Refreshments, hamburger, tacos 1 

149 Reopen Doc's Cantina as something new. Maybe local food trucks on weekends? 1 

150 Restaurant 1 

151 Restaurants bordering the park 1 

152 Small stands, such as coffee or small snacks. I did not see any food options other 

than what was at the festival I attended. 

1 

153 Snow cones would be brilliant, gyros 1 

154 Snowballs 1 

155 Soft pretzels 1 

156 Somali, Mediterranean, and Mexican food 1 
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157 Something healthy! All i saw was icecream and popsicles. 1 

158 Something other than hotdogs. 1 

159 Something reasonably healthy - fresh fruits or vegetables would be nice. 1 

160 Something sit-down. Healthier options and choices for vegetarians. 1 

161 Sonic  soft serve ice cream  fruits 1 

162 Soul Food, Fish Fry, BBq 1 

163 Sushi bar 1 

164 Taco truck 1 

165 Tacos 1 

166 Tacos, gyros, 1 

167 The only food options, really, are in Jeffersonville. Truth be told, we were picnicking 

with our own food. 

1 

168 there are no food options at the park (unless you consider Joe's Crab Shack an 

option). 

1 

169 There is only one guy with cart food so anything would be nice. Preferably 

something affordable 

1 

170 there was no food vendors at the park this weekend 1 

171 There was plenty of variety 1 

172 There wasn't any food being sold that Saturday so maybe a more consistent 

schedule of when food is served. 

1 

173 Turkey legs 1 

174 variety of food, food trucks 1 

175 Vegan and Vegetarian options 1 

176 Vegetarian and vegan! 1 

177 Vegetarian options 1 

178 Vendors selling b.b.q, wings, burgers. I've only seen hotdogs and ice cream on top 

of the walking bridge 

1 

179 Walking tacos,   Fruit cups,  Polish sausages,   Grilled foods 1 

180 Water, drinks, sandwitches, snacks 1 
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181 Waterfront dinning 1 

182 We didn't see any food options other than Joe's Crabshack.  We went there twice.  

Great location, average food.  It would be great to have food trucks there. 

1 

183 Well...there are no food options...local food trucks would be cool...even when there 

isn't an event planned. 

1 

184 yes ice cream 1 
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What additional rental options would you like to see offered in 
the park? 

 Response Count 

1 None 8 

2 Kayaks 8 

3 Not sure 3 

4 Boats 5 

5 Jet skies 3 

6 A bridle path for riding horses would be amazing. 1 

7 a few more that can go across the bridge. would have like to been able to bike it but 

you were out 

1 

8 A water taxi would be really cool. 1 

9 an affordable kite rental 1 

10 Anything creative! 1 

11 Bike racks. 1 

12 Bike service stations like the ones at beckley park 1 

13 bikes, scooters, mopads 1 

14 Canoes or kayaks 1 

15 Canoes,  paddle boards 1 

16 cornhole, frisbee or other recreation items to take out on the lawn and play. 1 

17 Didn't see the rental place but if no wheelchairs available, that would be an option. 1 

18 Don't know 1 

19 Golf cart 1 

20 Golf carts 1 

21 Have rented bikes before - totallly enjoy them 1 

22 Hoverboards . 1 

23 I'm not sure 1 

24 I did not rent any bikes on this trip but in the future I definitely will especially when I 

have company in from out of town. 

1 
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25 I have in the past. But it's expensive for a family of four 1 

26 I like the idea of bikes/scooters being available for rent at the park. 1 

27 I think there is enough. 1 

28 I would certainly rent kayaks, or tandem bicycles if the prices were reasonable. 1 

29 I would like to see more water oriented rentals like canoes, rafts, ect. 1 

30 I would like to see the rental bikes in the park that can be returned in downtown at 

the stations.   That way you can ride from the hotels and around the park. 

1 

31 just not into bike riding 1 

32 Kayak or canoe rentals - down by the boat docks near the old Tumbleweed.  People 

could paddle that area where the water is a little more calm.  Or, water taxi's that 

could take you across the river, as another option to walking. 

1 

33 Kayak rentals, paddle board rentals, canoe rentals, free community bikes 1 

34 Kayaks   Paddle boards  Paddle boats 1 

35 Kayaks and paddle boats 1 

36 Kayaks and/or canoes 1 

37 Kayaks, paddle boards 1 

38 Kayaks...canoes...paddle boards 1 

39 Kites binoculars kayaks 1 

40 Kyaks and Accessories 1 

41 Lawn chairs 1 

42 maybe umbrellas 1 

43 Mo-pad rentals would be nice along with children bike rentals 1 

44 Mopeds and cameras 1 

45 more variety on food types 1 

46 new bikes see in louisville on racks, no vendor needed 1 

47 No additional ideas 1 

48 None I can think of. 1 

49 none.  i'd never rent anything.  i would much rather get exercise by 

walking/running/or riding my own bike. 

1 
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50 None. I like that that is an option. Those options are great or family and people 

wanting to ride the whole park. 

1 

51 Paddle boats & jet ski's 1 

52 Paddle boats and canoes 1 

53 Paddle Boats and jet ski's 1 

54 Paddle boats, kayaks, canoes 1 

55 Paddle boats. 1 

56 Peddle  boat 1 

57 Plenty of options already 1 

58 putt putt golf 1 

59 Rental skates 1 

60 Rented bike in past 1 

61 Roller Blades 1 

62 Scooter rentals  Go cart rentals 1 

63 Segway, boats and jet skis 1 

64 Segway, hover board, or any other personal motorized riding vehicle that you can 

rent and not just for guided tours 

1 

65 Skating 1 

66 Small boat rentals. Face painting and kids activities. Also adult entertainment at 

night 

1 

67 Something for bigger families that can be taken on the bridge. 1 

68 Surries 1 

69 Tandem bikes 1 

70 The bikes are a great idea, but it seemed as though they could only be rented and 

returned at one end of the park.  It might be nice to have another station for rentals 

and returns at the other end. 

1 

71 The pricing seems a little high to rent pedal vehicles.  More of my handicapped 

friends would come if they could get a discount on rentals. 

1 

72 The water is too dirty or more water stuff 1 

73 Water sports (kayaks etc.) 1 
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74 Wave runners. Mini sail boat, paddle boat, Vespa 1 

75 We bike there A LOT. We have our own bicycles.  We walk there a lot also. 1 

76 What is there is more than adequate and used by many visitors 1 
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What else, if anything, should Waterfront Park do to help attract 
people like you come to the park? 

 Response Count 

1 Don't know 37 

2 More events 29 

3 Nothing else 27 

4 Nothing 19 

5 More food 12 

6 Have more events 9 

7 More food options 8 

8 Advertise more 7 

9 Better parking 6 

10 More parking 6 

11 Doesn't know 5 

12 More concerts 5 

13 More music 5 

14 Safety 5 

15 Advertise 4 

16 I don't know 4 

17 More advertising 4 

18 More family events 4 

19 More festivals 4 

20 More restaurants 4 

21 Not sure 4 

22 Better food options 3 

23 Food 3 

24 Food trucks 3 

25 Keep the parking free 3 
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26 More events like this 3 

27 More food vendors 3 

28 More security 3 

29 More shade 3 

30 More swings 3 

31 Parking 3 

32 Add food 2 

33 Advertising 2 

34 Advertising events 2 

35 Basketball court 2 

36 Better food 2 

37 Concerts 2 

38 Do t know 2 

39 Don't charge for parking 2 

40 Don't charge for parking. 2 

41 Events 2 

42 Family events 2 

43 Festivals 2 

44 Food variety 2 

45 Free parking 4 

46 Have more food options 2 

47 Host events 2 

48 Host more events 2 

49 Live music 2 

50 More advertisement 2 

51 More diverse events 2 

52 More events for kids. 2 

53 More events like this. 2 
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54 More free parking 2 

55 More kid events 2 

56 More kid friendly 2 

57 More kid friendly events 2 

58 More music events 2 

59 More pet friendly 2 

60 More seating 2 

61 More variety of events 2 

62 More variety of food 2 

63 More vendors 2 

64 Music 2 

65 Music events 2 

66 'The entertainment is being outside' 1 

67 A baby sitter or ppl to watch kids 1 

68 A beach. 1 

69 A canopy or event space that's inside the park for rent. More grills to bbq, cleaner 

bathrooms, places to charge your phone 

1 

70 A car show. Advertise events better 1 

71 A commercial on tv. 1 

72 A greater variety of events 1 

73 A state line marker on the bridge 1 

74 A statue that's easier to find. Go out to to river on a paddle boat. Fishing area. 1 

75 About nature for her 1 

76 Add a basketball court 1 

77 Add another restaurant 1 

78 Add another water area 1 

79 Add more food 1 

80 Add more parking and free 1 
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81 Add more play equipment 1 

82 Add more shaded areas 1 

83 Add more things to do, maybe. More places to eat. 1 

84 Add more water activities for the kids. Keep water on longer 1 

85 Add music 1 

86 Adult entertainment. Music 1 

87 Adult Exercise Equipment 1 

88 Advertise   Didn't know where exactly at the park he event was 1 

89 Advertise and let people know what all is available, 1 

90 Advertise and the directions online are wrong 1 

91 Advertise better 1 

92 Advertise better. Getting here from out of town was hard 1 

93 advertise events 1 

94 Advertise events 1 

95 Advertise events more 1 

96 Advertise events on FB and get more word out. 1 

97 Advertise it. Website 1 

98 Advertise more events and how to get here 1 

99 Advertise more just happened to see the bridge and look it up 1 

100 Advertise more of the events 1 

101 Advertise on tv or the paper 1 

102 Advertise the park events more 1 

103 Advertise to tourist 1 

104 Advertise to travelers and tourist 1 

105 Advertisement, on radio more 1 

106 Advertising in different areas (urban) 1 

107 Advertising more. Keep parking free 1 

108 Advertising. 1 
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109 Advertising. Concert country 1 

110 All cultures of music, more grills, 1 

111 All day food stand. 1 

112 Allow more food trucks on regular basis 1 

113 Already does a good job, but a lot of people who are new to Louisville don't know 

about park Increase awareness. 

1 

114 Announce Louisville astronomical society meetings. Provide an observatory 

astronomical public place on the river. Kayak place to rent. Open the restaurant. 

1 

115 Anything family friendly and more food options 1 

116 Anytime of fitness event. Art. Music festival. 1 

117 App or newsletter 1 

118 Appreciate the free parking and accessible. 1 

119 Archery things for older ppl. Do 1 

120 As long as there's things for the kids to do 1 

121 As many as events as possible 1 

122 Assure people that it's safe since shooting , noticed a big drop in crowds after that 

incident.   Not enough police presence, except Jeffersonille side 

1 

123 Availability  - 1 

124 Baby swings 1 

125 Bad media. Better commercial or positive image.  security. More events for kids 1 

126 Ball fields for kids 1 

127 Bar b que 1 

128 Basketball 1 

129 Basketball add. Horseback riding add. Add dinosaur museum an aquarium 1 

130 Basketball court likes that it's a common ground park 1 

131 Bathing suit dryers 1 

132 Bathroom needs more cleanliness, MORE FOOD trucks, signs on if u can feed the 

ducks. 

1 

133 Bathrooms cleaner. Light the walking bridge more, no bike signs. 1 
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134 Bathrooms not clean. Because of kids dirty. More park benches. 1 

135 Beer and restrooms 1 

136 Better advertisement of the park and add things for people to relax and had fun 

like games. For adults having things like swimming pools 

1 

137 Better advertising and more variety of entertainment 1 

138 Better artist. Music variety 1 

139 Better bathrooms 1 

140 Better bathrooms. 1 

141 Better food at park 1 

142 Better lighting and more events 1 

143 Better lighting. Free wifi 1 

144 Better music. More adult things 1 

145 Better parking  Misters 1 

146 Better promotion, take pictures of the park show the activities events calendar on 

FB 

1 

147 Better restaurants. And restrooms 1 

148 Better safety 1 

149 Better safety and supervision 1 

150 Better upkeep on restrooms 1 

151 Better venues 1 

152 Big stage so I can he sing. 1 

153 Bigger concert venue 1 

154 Bigger playground 1 

155 Bike rides for different age groups and lebels 1 

156 Biking. Safety on river road biking 1 

157 Boost online prescience. 1 

158 Bring food vendors gere 1 

159 Bring in a new restaurant 1 
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160 Bring in permanent vendors and add bike racks. Bring in a soccer field. That will 

hopefully bring in more bars. 

1 

161 Build a fountain 1 

162 Cafe on the water and vendors markets 1 

163 Can't think of anything 1 

164 Canoe rental. 1 

165 Car shows 1 

166 Car shows needed. Restaurant availability 1 

167 Change parking fee 1 

168 Cheaper options for food with kids 1 

169 Clean bathrooms. Cut grass. 1 

170 Clean it up 1 

171 Clean the river, don't charge for parking , make it a 24/7 park 1 

172 Clean up more. Trash clean 1 

173 Cleaner bathroom and parking 1 

174 Clear the invasive ivy and growth off established trees by river... save as many trees 

as possible. 

1 

175 Coffee cart 1 

176 Coffee shop, more food options 1 

177 Cold water. Blue Angels. 1 

178 Comfy cow ice cream 1 

179 Commercials, flyers, more food options 1 

180 Commercials, more advertisements 1 

181 Concerts a small kid things 1 

182 Concerts and festivals 1 

183 Concerts more often 1 

184 Concessions both summer and winter. Parking fees wouldn't be a good idea 1 

185 Connect the entire park  by trails 1 

186 Continue doing what they are doing 1 
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187 Continue expanding g. Exhibits 1 

188 Continue the upkeep and safety. More security at night. 1 

189 Continue to bring same type of events/activities they have, and come up with 

different way to communicate the events happening. Event promotion 

1 

190 Continue to offer family friendly things and price affordable 1 

191 Continue with music festival I also 1 

192 Country concerts 1 

193 Craft kids activities for free 1 

194 Create more events. Singing, Disney, stuff to attract people and their parents 1 

195 Create more native plant labels, guided plant walk 1 

196 Cultural events 1 

197 Cut down some of the veggitatioj so you can see the river. 1 

198 Cut shrubs so we can see the boats 1 

199 Date night events 1 

200 Development if shops and restaurants , eatery 1 

201 Different lecturers  about diversity. Communicate between ages. More rhythms 

and blues 

1 

202 Different styles of food, different activities for kids 1 

203 Dirty bathrooms 1 

204 Diverse music especially music, movies in the park, Zumba in the park, activities in 

the park. Community health. Bar around the water. 

1 

205 Do a quick walk around for homeless people 1 

206 Do good job 1 

207 Do more things for families. Have more things for kids to do. Being not expensive 1 

208 Do something for college age students.   Discounts to events   Beach volleyball 1 

209 Doesn't know. Music draws hi, to the park. Likes family events as well. 1 

210 Doesn't think you can do that 1 

211 Dog area 1 

212 Dog park 1 
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213 Dog park, more food options 1 

214 Dogs at waterfront Wednesday 1 

215 Doing a good job. Important for employees to have available and wAlk down here. 

More safety 

1 

216 Don't charge for parking. Better cheaper restaurant partnership for success. 1 

217 Don't charge parking. 1 

218 Don't charge to park 1 

219 Don't charge to park. Motorized vehicles to transport elderly to top of the bridge 

even if on certain days. Senior 

1 

220 Don't close off parking while setting up for events. 1 

221 Don't jno 1 

222 Don't jnow 1 

223 Don't make people pay for parking and oil the swings 1 

224 Drinking water fountains 1 

225 During the summer to start splash pad water earlier in the day 1 

226 Easier website to browse for events 1 

227 Educational events 1 

228 Eliminate guns 1 

229 Ensure safety 1 

230 Entertainment 1 

231 Entertainment and food 1 

232 Events are important 1 

233 Events at night 1 

234 Events help. More police presence. 1 

235 Events that cater to out of towners 1 

236 Events. 1 

237 Everything thing they're already doing 1 

238 Excessive events 1 

239 Expand the park 1 
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240 Expand the park, connect to nearby park 1 

241 Expand water park. 1 

242 Extend it 1 

243 Family areas, playground, the bridge etc 1 

244 Family events for grandchildren 1 

245 Feels like there's more events on jeffersonville side 1 

246 Ferris wheel 1 

247 Festivals, art craft markets 1 

248 Festivals, different events, food options, more bike rentals, events at night like 

movie on the green 

1 

249 Few parking! 1 

250 Fewer kids 1 

251 Finish the loop 1 

252 Fishing 1 

253 Flowers. Clean up the dead animals and fish faster. Colorful things. 1 

254 Flu tag event. More steam boat races. More events of the big four bridge. 1 

255 Food- only cookout so N/A 1 

256 Food and music are needed 1 

257 Food like a restaurant and more family themed events 1 

258 Food options and more water front subs 1 

259 Food restaurants 1 

260 Food stands, like on street. More water fountains. 1 

261 Food truck 1 

262 Food truck events. Foodie 1 

263 Food trucks and drinking 1 

264 Food trucks booze and music 1 

265 Food trucks on regular basis 1 

266 Food vendors, food truck 1 
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267 Food, ice cream 1 

268 Food. 1 

269 Food. Free food 1 

270 Food. Swings squeak two much! 1 

271 For seniors pick up bus 1 

272 Free events 1 

273 Free events , dance in the park, free parking 1 

274 Free events. 1 

275 Free food 1 

276 Free parking   Cheaper food 1 

277 Free parking and events 1 

278 Free parking more parking 1 

279 Free parking! 1 

280 Free water 1 

281 Frisbee golf 1 

282 Fun oriented individualalism 1 

283 Game area like frisbee golf for kids 1 

284 Games for kids 1 

285 Games or horse shoe pits 1 

286 Garden 1 

287 Gardens and more food more signs leasing toward other areas of park 1 

288 Gas money 1 

289 Get better safety 1 

290 Get it our more. Social media. Facebook page 1 

291 Get it out there what the events are. Facebook advertising. Don't know about 

events 

1 

292 Get more food options and more events like music and beer events 1 

293 Get more food vendors 1 
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294 Get more parking. Prevents people from going to special events because you don't 

want to deal with parking. Need better lighting in more populated areas especially 

in the Katy. 

1 

295 Get more vocal. A lot people don't know. Get on social media, get into the 21st 

century. Promotors. Head liners. 

1 

296 Get personal trainers 1 

297 Get restaurants 1 

298 Get the event shout more. Advertise. 1 

299 Get the restaurant open...free parking 1 

300 Get the smell out of the river, 1 

301 Give out more information, advertise mores 1 

302 Great food and music 1 

303 Great for kids. Things for kids 1 

304 Great job 1 

305 Green space. Family activities. 1 

306 Hammocks 1 

307 Hard time finding how to get here 1 

308 Hard to stay 1 

309 Has never heard of e place, advertising would help, just happened to drive by. 1 

310 Have a cafe 1 

311 Have a golf course 1 

312 Have a skatepark or bar. Have another restaurant, something for older people 1 

313 Have a walking or running club  and inform people in hotels so they can know of 

safe places to run 

1 

314 Have a waterside 1 

315 Have concession stands. Drinks. 1 

316 Have events   Clean bathrooms 1 

317 Have flowers 1 

318 Have food 1 
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319 Have food stands 1 

320 Have friendly people 1 

321 Have inflatables 1 

322 Have more activities for families 1 

323 Have more activities for kids. Keep it free don't charge for parking. People will 

come and spend money if parking not charges and good food 

1 

324 Have more bikes. Free bikes 1 

325 Have more black activities 1 

326 Have more concerts festivals events and food trucks 1 

327 Have more events and food. Potential to spend a whole day with more to do 1 

328 Have more events for young adults 1 

329 Have more events that are free things 1 

330 Have more events, food trucks, ice cream trucks, whatever is geared towards the 

seasons 

1 

331 Have more family engagement events. More events in the park for families and not 

just adults. 

1 

332 Have more family events 1 

333 Have more for babies to do 1 

334 Have more free events 1 

335 Have more games for people to participate in 1 

336 Have more kid friendly events 1 

337 Have more late night events. 1 

338 Have more music 1 

339 Have more places to get a drink or eat especially for hotdogs. If hotdog man is not 

there you're out of luck besides water fountains. Need more vendors like on Main 

Street. If you go to the kids section, nothing there besides a play ground. 

1 

340 Have more police 1 

341 Have more r&b concerts 1 

342 Have more things g for the kids 1 
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343 Have more things to do. 1 

344 Have more variety events and permanent attractions 1 

345 Have more water attractions for kids. Dress code for kids in water area. No diapers 

or underwear 

1 

346 Have some food options 1 

347 Have variety of events family inclusive  different genres of music 1 

348 Have wifi 1 

349 Having events. It's. A big attraction 1 

350 Having it completed 1 

351 Having liquor 1 

352 Having the siuri rental open for fall weekends. 1 

353 Healthy food options 1 

354 Heated areas for when it is colder 1 

355 Heated sections for when it's cold 1 

356 Hold more artsy things. Look at art. Something that's not just music. Keep some 

open areas even when there are events for general public. 

1 

357 Hold more events, variety of events. Skateboard events, concerts, movie in the park 1 

358 Hold more free events 1 

359 Holding more events. Add restaurants that will stay. More marketing. 1 

360 I think they should have outlets. We come, the kids play, we need to juice up our 

electronic apps and then I could watch a movie or something. The other thing is a 

restaurant. They need a Sonic or Rally's or something friendly to kids where 

parents don't have to go inside. They can have a restaurant if they war it two fold.  

Could have the bikes for rent like downtown. Also time to upgrade the 

playgrounds. 

1 

361 Ice cream shop 1 

362 Idk 1 

363 Idk, more equestrian events 1 

364 If there's a public event bathrooms should be open 1 

365 Improve upkeep landscape. A restaurant would be nice. 1 
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366 Increase more activity. More signs. Guide on what to do. Brochures 1 

367 Increase perception of safety 1 

368 Increase safety more bands and music 1 

369 Increase variety of food available 1 

370 Increased security 1 

371 Insuring safety. 1 

372 Invest more in entertainment 1 

373 It's good the way it is 1 

374 Jet ski would be a plus. Add a zip line 1 

375 Juice bar. 1 

376 Jungle Jim and water fountains add add a zip line add soccer field 1 

377 Just have things to get m e out of the house 1 

378 Just keep activities for the children. 1 

379 Just keep it up as far as things to do for kids and acults 1 

380 Just wants to see the river 1 

381 Kayak rental 1 

382 Kayak rentals 1 

383 Keep doing what you're doing 1 

384 Keep free parking 1 

385 Keep having events 1 

386 Keep having events as long as they are reasonably priced 1 

387 Keep hotdogs and clean bathrooms 1 

388 Keep it clean 1 

389 Keep it clean and safe 1 

390 Keep it clean don't charge for parking...keep security going well. 1 

391 Keep it cleaner, curfew for teenagers, restaurants. 1 

392 Keep it family friendly 1 

393 Keep it up 1 
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394 Keep parking free 1 

395 Keep parking free, 1 

396 Keep parking free. I won't come if you do. Keep bathrooms unlocked longer. Keep 

one opened year round. 

1 

397 Keep restrooms open longer 1 

398 Keep safety up. Would draw more people. 1 

399 Keep security up 1 

400 Keep the bathrooms clean 1 

401 Keep the park safe. Most important   The fountain, the officials Indiana were 

smarter because their fountain is only an inch deep. The one here is so deep 

people could drown. Drowning is a concern. Suggestion : lower the water or raise 

concrete so the water in only a couple inches deep. 

1 

402 Keep things for kids 1 

403 Keep up and increase programming 1 

404 Keep up with events 1 

405 Kid's activities 1 

406 Kid/baby friendly activities 1 

407 Kids attractions. More activities on river boats 1 

408 Large food festivals flea markets petting zoo horses 1 

409 Lemonade stand. Non alcoholic drinks. Board walk type thing.   Hammock area 1 

410 Less construction. Paddle boats. 1 

411 Less expensive like the bikes 1 

412 Less festivals. Just comes here to rest and relax 1 

413 Less homeless and grills 1 

414 Less prejudice 1 

415 Less trash from water especially water overlook areas. 1 

416 Let people know what there is here. 1 

417 Lighting downtown 1 

418 Lightshowaithwater  more food 1 
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419 Likes the astronomy club. Stretch out use of park at night. Night exhibits around 

bridge. 

1 

420 Likes the trails and concerts alternative rock 1 

421 Look at it more like its a park and not just for events 1 

422 Lots of overgrown areas, need more waterfountains 1 

423 Lubricate round and round at playground 1 

424 Maintain free parking. 1 

425 Maintain status quo 1 

426 Make it safer add more benches and provide better lighting. Add more crosswalks 1 

427 Make known events with more events 1 

428 Make more publicity for out of towners 1 

429 Make safer 1 

430 Make sure it's safe 1 

431 Make sure the park is safety 1 

432 Make this event much bigger p more advertisement. More social media. 1 

433 Make tunnels 1 

434 Maps   Bike trails 1 

435 Maybe more food options 1 

436 Meal options and attractions. 1 

437 Mile markers would be great. More signs along the area. Selfie photo spots 1 

438 Mitigate underneath the bridge, lighting murals, something more attractive 1 

439 Moe publicly for events radio tv..Pokemon festival here 1 

440 Mommy and me classes. Stroller classes. Daytime activities with small child. Story 

time in the park. 

1 

441 Mommy groups 1 

442 Moore food at events 1 

443 Mor concert 1 

444 More  food options s 1 

445 More accessible . Restaurant 1 
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446 More activities 1 

447 More activities , more parking 1 

448 More activities for blackbpeople 1 

449 More activities for community 1 

450 More activities for parents to do something while watching kids. Give more jobs to 

youth 

1 

451 More activities for young teens. Social media and radio commercials, 1 

452 More adult activities 1 

453 More adult and diverse events more advertising 1 

454 More adult events 1 

455 More adult only events. 1 

456 More advertisement for concerts 1 

457 More advertisement of events and activities announce weekly. FB calendar of 

events. 

1 

458 More advertisement online 1 

459 More advertisement; fix the restaurant; 7/11 type store 1 

460 More advertisements 1 

461 More advertisements for events like this. 1 

462 More advertisements for events. I never find out until I get here. 1 

463 More advertising and clear directions on how to get here. Only able to get here on 

the GPs after searching the big four bridge 

1 

464 More advertising of events. 1 

465 More advertising. 1 

466 More art 1 

467 More art activities. 1 

468 More art, more weekend events 1 

469 More bathrooms 1 

470 More bathrooms, paddle boats, 1 
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471 More bathrooms, the water in the fountains is awful, and some more restaurants 

that are kid friendly. 

1 

472 More beer craft festivLs 1 

473 More beer events 1 

474 More beer festivals, 1 

475 More beer tents 1 

476 More benches and chairs 1 

477 More benches in the shade 1 

478 More benches under trees and more parking 1 

479 More benches. Swings have narrow seat 1 

480 More beverages 1 

481 More black artist 1 

482 More black concerts 1 

483 More black music 1 

484 More build up and that will come it's time 1 

485 More child friendly event 1 

486 More children 1 

487 More children activities. Free things to do 1 

488 More Christian events 1 

489 More clean restrooms and more food vendors 1 

490 More commercials...people don't know what's available 1 

491 More community events 1 

492 More concert venues and food options 1 

493 More concerts free 1 

494 More concerts rumpke ballad boys, mojo flo, Odessa, work out equipment 1 

495 More daily events. Kid friendly stuff. 1 

496 More diverse events and music. Movie nights. Phone charging station. 1 

497 More diverse events different genre concert 1 
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498 More diverse music waterfront Wednesdays 1 

499 More diversity doesn't have to be rappers black people like more than rappers. Get 

creative.  Latinos need options as well 

1 

500 More dogs. Dog park. Communal events. More seating. 1 

501 More dogs. Fishing 1 

502 More downtown buildings for residents 1 

503 More drink stations and ice cream 1 

504 More eating establishments 1 

505 More eating facilities 1 

506 More entertainment, food trucks 1 

507 More entertainment. 1 

508 More event. Christian. dances. Kid oriented 1 

509 More Events 1 

510 More events and food 1 

511 More events and more food 1 

512 More events and things to do for the kids 1 

513 More events and things to do. 1 

514 More events cheaper drinks 1 

515 More events during the weekends. Specially summer. 1 

516 More events especially for kids 1 

517 More events family stuff 1 

518 More events for black people 1 

519 More events for grown people 1 

520 More events for kids affordable events. Bouncy houses. Face paint. Food. 1 

521 More events for kids. Floating theatre. 1 

522 More events for older adults 1 

523 More events for people like me 1 

524 More events for the urban community 1 
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525 More events for the urban community, more adult focused 1 

526 More events in the fall 1 

527 More events like biking 1 

528 More events like concerts, art fairs, exercise events 1 

529 More events like food festivals  and more advertisement 1 

530 More events like forecastle 1 

531 More events like this for families 1 

532 More events more food vendors. More music better bathroom. 1 

533 More events tailored to different demographics 1 

534 More events, a farmers market 1 

535 More events, advertise events 1 

536 More events, better food selection choice 1 

537 More events, better marketing 1 

538 More events, dog events, frisbee. Dog park 1 

539 More events, get on the news outlets and advertise what to do. Parking needs to 

improve. 

1 

540 More events, more food vendors 1 

541 More events, only know about the boat rides 1 

542 More events. 1 

543 More events. Activities 1 

544 More events. Activities 1 

544 More events. Food beer music  Art. 1 

545 More events. More food options. Hot cocoa. 1 

546 More events. More music. Tumbleweed modern art museum. 1 

547 More events. More things to do Canoes kayaks. More food. 1 

548 More exposure on social media particularly instagram 1 

549 More family centered events 1 

550 More family events and adult only events 1 
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551 More family events and more parking 1 

552 More family events. Better food options. 1 

553 More family friendly events. Art events 1 

554 More family friendly events. Everything is geared toward certain events. 1 

555 More family oriented things for kids... 1 

556 More festivals and events 1 

557 More flowers and sculptures. 1 

558 More food and drink 1 

559 More food and drink events on the weekends. Food trucks 1 

560 More food and drink. 1 

561 More food and events. Free 1 

562 More food and selection 1 

563 More food available. Rent boats. 1 

564 More food because I'll have to walk somewhere downtown eat 1 

565 More food by the bridge 1 

566 More food maybe bars to hang out by the water 1 

567 More food more grills 1 

568 More food more Hispanic people around 1 

569 More food options , something needs to happen with the old tumbleweed building 1 

570 More food options a pool 1 

571 More food options and free events 1 

572 More food options and more events 1 

573 More food options and permanent activity space for sports. Fishing station 1 

574 More food options even if it's just a food truck 1 

575 More food options, farmers markets 1 

576 More food options, if you're spending a lot of time here 1 

577 More food options. 1 

578 More food options. A smoothie stand would be nice 1 
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579 More food options. Carnivals or family movie night 1 

580 More food options. Maybe a bar. 1 

581 More food options. Music events 1 

582 More food restaurant and bar 1 

583 More food selection 1 

584 More food service and events 1 

585 More food stands 1 

586 More food trucks 1 

587 More food trucks on regular basis 1 

588 More food trucks thought the day, doesn't like to leave for food 1 

589 More food trucks would solve quality and variety problems 1 

590 More food variety 1 

591 More food variety. 1 

592 More food variety. More parking. 1 

593 More food vendors. More safety 1 

594 More food, and more nightlife, cafe, boat rides, bungee jumping 1 

595 More food, more events, more safety measures 1 

596 More food, more shade 1 

597 More food. Event variety 1 

598 More food. More parking. 1 

599 More food. More things like waterfront Wednesday. Every wednesday 1 

600 More food. Music. 1 

601 More foods. 1 

602 More for adults, power outlets, more bathrooms, a vending machine, more grills 1 

603 More free events 1 

604 More free events. 1 

605 More fun stuff 1 

606 More good band. My morning jacket 1 
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607 More gospel events 1 

608 More group sports like Crossfit, yoga or an outdoor free gym 1 

609 More grown up events 1 

610 More handicap parking. Restrooms open in winter 1 

611 More Hispanic events. Parking more. More sanitizing bathrooms. Don't charge for 

parking. 

1 

612 More history bits of education 1 

613 More horse events 1 

614 More involved in social media. More vendors 1 

615 More jazz on Sunday's 1 

616 More kid activities for kids 1 

617 More kid friendly events. 1 

618 More kid stuff 1 

619 More kid things 1 

620 More kids activities 1 

621 More kids activties 1 

622 More kids stuff 1 

623 More live music 1 

624 More living residents near by 1 

625 More local food trucks 1 

626 More loud classical music, and more free events 1 

627 More market style events 1 

628 More marketing 1 

629 More marketing on kid events 1 

630 More media 1 

631 More music acts 1 

632 More music and polo and kid friendly events 1 

633 More music event. Through week. Not at night. Kids thing 1 
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634 More music festival 1 

635 More music festivals 1 

636 More music on the bridge 1 

637 More music, walks 1 

638 More music. Activity 1 

639 More nice flowers 1 

640 More of a social media presence to attract millennils 1 

641 More officer presence for safety. 1 

642 More old school concerts 1 

643 More organized family activities that are advertised. Put event website or Facebook 

page. 

1 

644 More outdoor concerts. For older folks. And free 1 

645 More outside basketball activities 1 

646 More park benches in the shade. 1 

647 More parking or handicapped parking 1 

648 More parking signage, can't tell from far away that you're approaching a park 1 

649 More parking, 1 

650 More parking. 1 

651 More parking. More areas for kids to play. More water. Or closed things for the 

winter 

1 

652 More parking. More shady grass space 1 

653 More permanent food places 1 

654 More picnic tables and more food vendors. 1 

655 More places to buy ice cream coffee. Chairs on the water. 1 

656 More places to park 1 

657 More playground equipment. Wifi 1 

658 More police 1 

659 More police at night 1 
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660 More police presence on the bridge. Police need to do more watching as opposed 

to eating. 

1 

661 More polo events 1 

662 More Popsicle stands 1 

663 More postings on social media 1 

664 More promoting and ads 1 

665 More promoting and more festivals 1 

666 More promotion. See commercials about park announcements. Publicity. 1 

667 More promotions in other counties 1 

668 More public spaces with food 1 

669 More publicity 1 

670 More publicity, more vendors 1 

671 More publicized 1 

672 More races 1 

673 More reach out to surrounding areas. Like newsletters. 1 

674 More restaurants along river 1 

675 More restaurants in the area, adjacent to the park 1 

676 More restaurants on the water 1 

677 More restaurants, free parking, more police patroling 1 

678 More restaurants. Shopping. Coffee lounge. 1 

679 More restrooms near the fountains 1 

680 More restUrants 1 

681 More rock event 1 

682 More safe and more attractions and food 1 

683 More safety 1 

684 More safety and lighting 1 

685 More security and events for older adults 1 

686 More security guards especially at event. Noted recent shootings. 1 
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687 More security on the walking bridge especially after 5 1 

688 More security out and patrolling more cameras 1 

689 More shade or places to hide from the sun 1 

690 More signage. 1 

691 More signs around Louisville. Wouldn't know unless she googled it 1 

692 More signs around the park. Food vendors. Construction signs. 1 

693 More soap on the bathroom. 1 

694 More social media 1 

695 More statues like the Lincoln statue and walk g areas 1 

696 More statues. Art. 1 

697 More summer events for kids since they are not in school 1 

698 More Swings 1 

699 More than word of mouth 1 

700 More things to do 1 

701 More things to do with the kids 1 

702 More to do at park on daily basis 1 

703 More trashcan 1 

704 More trees for shade and sitting areas 1 

705 More tv advertisement 35-55 aren't reached 1 

706 More variety in food. More kid friendly activities. Art craft. 1 

707 More variety of events, like. Kentucky Shakespeare festival 1 

708 More variety of food and more events 1 

709 More variety of food trucks 1 

710 More variety of Inge to do 1 

711 More vegfitwrian food options 1 

712 More vendors, more amusments, carousel 1 

713 More vendors. More attractions. 1 

714 More venues and food. More picnic tables. 1 
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715 More visual art events 1 

716 More water and shade 1 

717 More Water fountains 1 

718 More water fountains and bathrooms 1 

719 More weekday children's activities 1 

720 More welcoming to a diverse group of people. 1 

721 More with nature 1 

722 Movie nights. 1 

723 Movies, Exercise, food truck day, taste of Louisville 1 

724 Multicultural events. Food options. More events. Canoe rental. Ski rental 1 

725 Music events more 1 

726 Music more 1 

727 Music, better variety of food 1 

728 Musical instruments. Magnolia trees are easy to climb. Interactive climbing play 

ground 

1 

729 Need to assure people that they are safe, won't come down here at night. 1 

730 Needs advertising for the park 1 

731 Needs more bathrooms, and food vendors. 1 

732 Never eat or come at night 1 

733 New parking for pay 1 

734 Nice restaurant 1 

735 Nicer than parks where I live 1 

736 No 1 

737 No charge for parking 1 

738 No paid parking, 1 

739 No parking charge   , family friendly events 1 

740 No parking fee 1 

741 No parking fee, probably more security 1 
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742 No parking fees 1 

743 No parking fees. Restaurants. 1 

744 No response 1 

745 No shootings, but more police are evident 1 

746 Not a lot of advertising. Making other parts of the park known 1 

747 Not a thing 1 

748 Not charge for parking 1 

749 Not charge for parking only for events 1 

750 Not charge parking for families visiting the park. Event parking ok. 1 

751 Not charging for parking 1 

752 Not get basketball courts 1 

753 Not having bathrooms available during winter 1 

754 Not lively enough 1 

755 Nothing comes to mind 1 

756 Nothing else only came for excercidr and for son to play. Thinks everything is good 1 

757 Nothing noted 1 

758 Nothing specific 1 

759 Nothing. 1 

760 Noting 1 

761 Number of events and quality of food 1 

762 Offer broad security 1 

763 Offer more food 1 

764 Offer more information about the park. Like where to pull in 1 

765 Old school jazz music, more marketing 1 

766 Old school music 1 

767 Only here because it's associated with her job , but would like to see festivals, pop 

up shops, food festivals, carnivals 

1 

768 Open containers 1 
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769 Open earlier. The event start earlier 1 

770 Open the restaurant 1 

771 Open the restaurant next to the playground - we came more often. 1 

772 Open water earlier, like at 10 rather than 11 1 

773 Orchestra   Better cleaner bathrooms 1 

774 Organic clean food options 1 

775 Organized sport event 1 

776 Other kind of sport facilities 1 

777 Outdoor gym 1 

778 Outdoor work out area, kids festivals 1 

779 Outdoor workout stuff. Art interactive stuff 1 

780 Overall safety should increase 1 

781 Paddle boats 1 

782 Parking an issue don't charge I won't pay to park 1 

783 Parking charges I wouldn't come 1 

784 Parking free 1 

785 Parking free contributes to park diversity 1 

786 Parking is difficult especially at events. 1 

787 Parking is ok 1 

788 Parking is ok right now, but now so great during the later hours. Maybe better 

advertising 

1 

789 Parking more festival 1 

790 Parking options 1 

791 Parking was horrid 1 

792 People smoking things 1 

793 Petting zoo 1 

794 Phone charging stations during events. More bathrooms, better food options, more 

stores and food options like Indiana has near their waterfront 

1 

795 photo booth 1 
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796 Programming 1 

797 Promote events. Embrace new concepts and ideas. 1 

798 Promote the events 1 

799 Promotion 1 

800 Provide shading areas. 1 

801 Publicize more what is going on 1 

802 Publicize the park 1 

803 Put a trolley that stops at different areas of the parks 1 

804 Put food in here 1 

805 Put in a theme park 1 

806 Put in more swings for people to relax 1 

807 Put in restaurants 1 

808 Put more signs up for events and advertise 1 

809 Reinforce idea that the park is safe 1 

810 Reinforce the idea that it's a safe place for the family to come. Don't charge to park. 1 

811 Rest stations. Canopy 1 

812 Restaurant 1 

813 Restaurant situation could be fantastic, some shops. Balance between shops and 

restaurants 

1 

814 Restaurants 1 

815 Restaurants closer on Louisville side 1 

816 Restaurants with a riverfront fiew 1 

817 restaurants. Adults events. Daily. Arts and crafts. Musical yoga. Classes. Boat 

classes. 

1 

818 Restaurants. More food 1 

819 Restaurants. Vendors. Flowers. 1 

820 Restroom up grade 1 

821 Restrooms aren't visible 1 

822 Restrooms? More attractions 1 
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823 River races 1 

824 Rock concerts. Heavy metal.   It's welcoming 1 

825 Safety is biggest concern, more police presence. And more restaurants. 1 

826 Safety. Advertise,met. Food. 1 

827 Same as above 1 

828 Scavenger hunts, water misters 1 

829 Security 1 

830 Security at night 1 

831 Security at night or evening not charging for parking 1 

832 Security, 1 

833 Security. 1 

834 Sell beer 1 

835 Sell ice cream 1 

836 Sell water 1 

837 Send beautiful women 1 

838 Senior events and free parking 1 

839 Serve beer and let me walk around with it 1 

840 Shade. More events. 1 

841 Share social media sign 1 

842 Signage for events for tourist 1 

843 Signage for parking, more trees 1 

844 Signup for park events and newsletter to advertise what events that are going on. 1 

845 Skate park, basketball court, turf field 1 

846 Slides. Bouncy house. Party the,e. 1 

847 Small booths or shops on the bridge. Entertainment such as an outdoor theater or 

amphitheater. 

1 

848 Small pool for kids, small boats 1 

849 Smoking in the kids area water area people smoke and smoke week. More sight for 

not smoking 

1 
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850 Snow cones 1 

851 Social media 1 

852 Social media promotion 1 

853 Social media.dogs on walking bridge 1 

854 Some more attractions for kids 1 

855 Some more food options, like food trucks 1 

856 Some video game tournaments. Music 1 

857 Somehow let us know when there's more stuff going on 1 

858 Something always going on, does t know what they are going to about next year. 

Likes how park looks now. 

1 

859 Something for adults to do. Frisbee golf. Fishing. 1 

860 Start earlier 1 

861 Steal city Popsicles more food trucks daily 1 

862 Steam boat festival 1 

863 Steel city pops should gave a both down here, farmers market would be nice 1 

864 Stop the violence 1 

865 Stress dark sky lighting. 1 

866 Stronger social media and advertising 1 

867 Stuff for kids 1 

868 Stuff to read. Nature facts. Like Ohio river facts. How log would it take to swim 

across the river 

1 

869 Super heroes 1 

870 Swimming  pool 1 

871 Swimming area 1 

872 Swings 1 

873 Taco trucks and more type of water for t Wednesday's. Ultimate frisbee. Flag 

football 

1 

874 Take care of restrooms 1 

875 Take dogs on bridge 1 
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876 Television commercials 1 

877 Tell peopl about event 1 

878 The events do a greAt job 1 

879 The park is unique nothing else 1 

880 The playgrounds are predominantly concrete not safe for children. Need to change. 1 

881 The view. The sights. Need to stop charging so much for concerts. More attractions 

for kids. Movie day, big screen. 

1 

882 There's different parts for different people. 1 

883 They do a good job. Increase night time security on non event days. 1 

884 They do a lot of activities. Do a great job 1 

885 They do good job 1 

886 Too bad not more shady areas. On a hot day can be horrendous, overhang maybe 

with a bar. 

1 

887 Trail by the river 1 

888 Trees cut down horrible...are they sick. Better foliage management. Better 

restaurants. Water taxi. Boat rides on the river. 

1 

889 Upgrade the bridge 1 

890 Utilize the water, river. Have boats or something fun   Food like seriously 1 

891 Variety of food 1 

892 Vending machines and taco trucks. 1 

893 Vendors and artist booths or bike rentals 1 

894 Vendors. Safety more 1 

895 Very nice basketball courts, tournament courts would increase he amount of 

events and bring in people from across from Kentucky 

1 

896 Violence. 1 

897 Walking groups 1 

898 Water facilities like canoeing and kayaking 1 

899 Water fountain diet work. So fixing it. 1 

900 Water fountains 1 
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901 Water games should be added 1 

902 Water park, slides and deep end 1 

903 Water slides and improved water park. Advertise in hotels. 1 

904 Waters.ides 1 

905 We can't pay to park for every event . Really like multi cultural events. Like the 

connection to Indiana. 

1 

906 Well mapped out. Where is the food? 1 

907 Well pleased with what is here. 1 

908 Why would you charge when so many people use this place as an inexpensive 

place to take children , etc. 

1 

909 Work on having more free events that could bring everybody 1 

910 Workout equipment to rent. Or install stretching stations 1 

911 Workout equipment, variety of music events, hip hop Latin music an r&b music 1 

912 Younger events 1 
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Earlier you gave a low score for your satisfaction, can you 
elaborate on the reasons why you gave that low score? 

 Response Count 

1 More food options 6 

2 Don't see any food 3 

3 Better food options 2 

4 Food - there is no food 2 

5 Lack of food 2 

6 More food 2 

7 More restaurants 2 

8 No food 2 

9 No food options 2 

10 No food variety 2 

11 No healthy food 2 

12 Not a lot of options 2 

13 Not enough food 2 

14 Not much available 2 

15 Not safe no food 2 

16 Shooting 2 

17 There's food? 2 

18 Variety- no food options 2 

19 Variety- not many options 2 

20   Type - more advertising wide spread 1 

21   Variety- not many options 1 

22   Variety - not a lot 1 

23 2- safety. Shooting   Food - unless event nothing to eat 1 

24 2 score for bathroom 1 

25 3- would like mommy group to exercise with 1 
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26 3 safety. Night time concerns s 1 

27 A lot of robberies, more security. Cameras 1 

28 Accessible up and down levels not good 1 

29 Add basketball park. Add restaurant and better food choice American food choices. 

Texas Roadhouse or tumbleweed. 

1 

30 All I've seen are hot dogs and ice cream 1 

31 Bad area 1 

32 Bathroom cleanliness. More events, concerts, NBA Youngboy, Alicia Keys, Carrie 

Underwood, Maroon 5, Chris Brown, R. Kelly, Major, Chance the Rapper, 5ZA, 

Miyos, Yogotti, TRE Songs, Nicki Mananj; CARDiB 

1 

33 Bathroom dirty 1 

34 Bathrooms are awful, but park is clean. 1 

35 Bathrooms are dirty. More cleaning every four hours 1 

36 Bathrooms are disgusting. Have only seen hot dogs and ice cream. Water fountains 

don't work 

1 

37 Bathrooms are gross, not enough 1 

38 Bathrooms are not very clean. Floor is wet. 1 

39 Bathrooms clean often. More lighting in spots connecting walkways. No 

comparison with jeffersonville for food. 

1 

40 Bathrooms could use more frequent, even hourly cleaning it possible. Rest of park 

is very clean. 

1 

41 Bathrooms more upkeep needed, poor landscaping by water venue too many bugs 

there needs better upkeep. 

1 

42 Bathrooms nasty, 1 

43 Bathrooms not clean need seats, stuff on the floor. Food trucks needed on 

weekends especially mid day. We would stay longer if food was available 

1 

44 Bathrooms smell needs to be cleaner 1 

45 Bathrooms update and clean. Swings squeak. No littering. Moe little kid areas. 

More events for kids. 

1 

46 Bathrooms were not clean 1 

47 Better and more healthy food choices. 1 
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48 Better food, police presence, nicer bathrooms. 1 

49 Better lighting around park 1 

50 Better safety at night. No food 1 

51 Better variety  of food. There's a greater variety on the Indiana side. 1 

52 Better variety of food. 1 

53 Biggest problem is forecastle for the people who live downtown. If it runs longer 

than the scheduled time. The music can be heard from home.   Never lit well 

enough.   Person got shot on bridge 

1 

54 Bushes overgrowth on unkempt trail. Homeless. 1 

55 Cameras more police 1 

56 Can't get a cold drink anywhere 1 

57 Can't think of any restaurants 1 

58 Chicken or fish taco, more sandwiches and variety of drinks 1 

59 Choices for vegetarians are slim 1 

60 Clean- bathrooms are dirty  Safety- stuff I heard 1 

61 Clean- could be cleaner  Safety- someone recently shot  Co diction- some broken 

Park equipment 

1 

62 Clean- current condition looking at it  Types of events- doesn't know the type but is 

aware that they have them 

1 

63 Clean- hard to keep up with trash 1 

64 CleAn- sees trash around 1 

65 Clean,Inez- seen trash around   Safety- doesn't see any security  Things to do- 

mainly for kids 

1 

66 Clean.iness- could be cleaner, cleaning guy was alone and 90 years old  More police 

patroling after hours 

1 

67 Cleanl- from current observation  Quality- prefers Louisville local food  Upkeep- 

from current observation 

1 

68 Cleanliness- been in areas where it wasn't clean 1 
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69 Cleanliness- depends on events sometimes trash becomes problem. When he 

comes down is during events   Things to do - from coming often. The water and 

playground are things that he's done Already  Food quality- only chow wagon. 

Subway only. Not a lot of places would think there was more places 

1 

70 Cleanliness- dirty after events  Condition- some areas of the playgrounds need 

upkeep  Variety- no variety at all  Things to do - mainly for kids  Lightening- some 

dark areas of the park 

1 

71 Cleanliness- dirty bathrooms  Condition - dirty bathrooms 1 

72 Cleanliness- ditty bathroom 1 

73 Cleanliness- doesn't know  Things to do- normally visits the same spite 1 

74 Cleanliness- garbage on ground after events  Safety- new stories 1 

75 Cleanliness- leaves in the kids feet 1 

76 Cleanliness- people don't throw their trash away  Variety- they gave food 

someone's  Park safety- people come to act silly and I don't think it's safe 

1 

77 Cleanliness- poop on playground  Types of events- hasn't seen much 1 

78 Cleanliness- the bathrooms 1 

79 Cleanliness- there isn't any trash 1 

80 Cleanliness - bathroom 1 

81 Cleanliness - litter, graffiti   Food- didn't think there was food 1 

82 Cleanliness - trash bag.   Safety- gear about a lot of stuf.   More tacos.   

Construction has been going on for a while 

1 

83 Condition- can't find good toilet 1 

84 Condition- dirty restroomd 1 

85 Condition- overall some areas of playground needs  Grade  Safety- shooting and 

cops are sitting in the car 

1 

86 Condition- some things not working on playground 1 

87 Condition - it could be better especially in bathrooms   Things to do- really don't 

have enough 

1 

88 Condition -could be better  Variety- standard American unhealthy. More diversity  

Things to do- would like more community grassroot events  Quality needs to be 

healthier 

1 
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89 Condition of the park- mainly the bathrooms  Lighting- gets dark fast in the 

summer and lighting not to good aridity- not many options  Quality- hot dogs are 

ok  Things to do- not much to do unless an event 

1 

90 Condition of the park- need more bathrooms and cleaner water  Variety- doesn't 

see a variety 

1 

91 Condition of the park- some areas of playground have loose lots and benches are 

broke 

1 

92 Conditions - bathrooms locked and only ones open are far. 1 

93 Conditions - bathrooms p, water   Type of events - not that many   Food - not. Any 

variety not many vendors. Food trucks 

1 

94 Construction blocks off road 1 

95 Could be a greater variety 1 

96 Could be a greater variety. Need to reopen restaurant. 1 

97 Could be more events with fall season coming 1 

98 Crab Shack is closing, and don't feel safe since gun incident 1 

99 Cracks on sidewalk and kids could easily jump or fall into the water 1 

100 Cut down foliage to see river 1 

101 Cut down weeds can't see river 1 

102 Didn't know there was food 1 

103 Didn't realize there are food options 1 

104 Didn't see any food.   Not a lot to do. No paddle boats. 1 

105 Dirty bathrooms 1 

106 Dirty fountains 1 

107 Do not like the variety at all hot dogs are ok quality 1 

108 Doesn't seem to be a lot of food options. 1 

109 Doesn't usually eat good at park. 1 

110 Don't know if there's any food aside from event vendors. 1 

111 Don't see all events here in evening 1 

112 Duct tape on overlook by belle of Louisville 1 
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113 Events - many events in a highland. This is a good venue. More events here would 

be better   Safety- win the drug circumstance if in the wood walking area not easy 

access to police. More cops walking around.   Cleanliness- things on ground   

Things - more events. More kid friendly. Broaden water play area. 

1 

114 Feels like there should be more affordable options for food, and vendors should be 

more visible. 

1 

115 Food- don't see any 1 

116 Food- more healthy food. Vegetables 1 

117 Food- no food. 1 

118 Food- not ,Amy options. None.   Safety - shooting here not too long ago   Type 

events - the don't have much. Not just music. Advertise better  Quality. No food   

Number of events. Don't know how to find out about them   Things to do- not 

much. A camping area would be fun   Lighting - when you walk through playground 

is dark 

1 

119 Food- not any variety or a alibility 1 

120 Food- not many options   Safety - bad behavior by walking bridge 1 

121 Food- not sure what there is 1 

122 Food- nothing down here for this event. 1 

123 Food- nothing here 1 

124 Food- only hotdog   Safety- don't see any police officers, security but feel they are 

here   Type of events- veteran events and music events more of those 

1 

125 Food- prices are over priced 1 

126 Food- there's only one place. Nothing like else 1 

127 Food- unless food trucks no food available. More police monitoring 1 

128 Food- you have to walk far to get food 1 

129 Food - all k see the one vendor   Safety- don't see any officers patrols 1 

130 Food - decent selection.  Type of events - decent jobs   Conditions - no strong 

feeling about it   Park safety - shooting and  Cleanliness- good motivations of 

cleaning 

1 

131 Food - don't see food and can't eat what they do have because of braces 1 

132 Food - gluten free so no places 1 
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133 Food - I think more healthy options   Things to do- more for adults. A beer garden 1 

134 Food - no variety. 1 

135 Food - none actually at e park. You have ting into the city 1 

136 Food - nor a lot of variety. Othe type of food 1 

137 Food - not a lot choices 1 

138 Food - not at all food. 1 

139 Food - not many options   Events - more in past than this summer 1 

140 Food - not many options. More Indiana   Type of events - more diversity   

Conditions - more tree trimming. More cleaned out 

1 

141 Food - not many options. Unless there's an event. 1 

142 Food - not many things unless it's an event   Safety - concerns because if things on 

news 

1 

143 Food - not much 1 

144 Food - not much food. 1 

145 Food - not much. Only some vendor guy 1 

146 Food - not that much too eat. Maybe an ice cream place 1 

147 Food - nothing to eat 1 

148 Food - only hotdogs 1 

149 Food - the inky thing is the hotdog stand 1 

150 Food - there's not any 1 

151 Food - there is no food. Only when concerts or events. I bring my own food 1 

152 Food - they don't variety. Have salads. You have to go across the bridge.   safety - 

going of safety for others on bridge 

1 

153 Food - they should more things to eat in the park   Things to do - have play ground 

walk , not sure what else could be there but more thighs for adults 

1 

154 Food is expensive and far apart. Leaves in the water area. 1 

155 Food is expensive need cheaper options 1 

156 Food is too expensive 1 
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157 Food need variety and venues at foot of the bridge. Have modern restaurants in 

parking areas with parking at the rear. More electricity ports. More adult events. 

Cameras need more. Kid needs events teen activities. Stuff for teens 

1 

158 Food needs to be restaurant there. At least one! Cafes 1 

159 Food no 1 

160 Food not a lot of food stands 1 

161 Food places 1 

162 Food trucks needed at park. On weekend days needed. Brings people to the park 1 

163 Food trucks! 1 

164 Food variety and quality just hotdogs and icecream. Get food trucks to come down 

on the weekends 

1 

165 Food. - not many options 1 

166 Get barbque restaurant more 1 

167 Get more food for single parents, jobs at restaurants. Increase patrols. 1 

168 Gluten free options needed. More healthy options. Add an outdoor gym. Basketball 

park. Add dog park area. 

1 

169 Have a permanent food booth to rent 1 

170 Have more food 1 

171 Haven't seen food vendors 1 

172 Haven't seen many options that are healthier and more variety 1 

173 Haven't seen police 1 

174 Heard area not safe, night games not comfortable. More food choices. Walgreens 

on corner. Overgrowth needs to be made along walkway. 

1 

175 Hot dog on both ends. More swing sets. Emergency buttons on posts for help. 

Parking at 1.00 ok not more 

1 

176 Hot fresh food, 1 

177 I have an overall  3 feeling about everything 1 

178 Interactive equipment doesn't always work, like bike pump 1 

179 It's fine without any food, but don't notice any vendors. 1 

180 Just need more food options 1 
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181 Kosher food 1 

182 Lack of food / want more grills 1 

183 Lack of food choices 1 

184 Lack of food other than hot dogs 1 

185 Lack of food. 1 

186 Landscaping needs to be done around park they've let it go. 1 

187 Lawn bowls court, good anchor restaurant more restaurants. Like German on 

water restaurant. 

1 

188 Leave at dark 1 

189 Lighting- are dusk does t feel safe. Come by herself 1 

190 Lighting- at night not lit enough  Variety- no variety  Quality- no variety 1 

191 Lighting- can be dark at. Itchy  Variety- not much to choose from 1 

192 Lighting- feels unsafe as a female lighting could be better  Variety- can't find 

anything to eat down here  Quality- goes along withvariety 

1 

193 Lighting- haven't been here at night but daytime   Variety- only been to a few 

haven't heard about others  Quality- haven't been here enough  Park safety- don't 

see huge security presence 

1 

194 Lighting- not well lot in some areas  Quality- only food available us the hotdog 

stand and just simple snack  Safety- recent shooting 

1 

195 Lighting- seems dim  Number of events- could have more   Things to do- not a lot 

of activities  Variety- not many options  Quality- hot dogs don't look that great 

1 

196 Lighting- some spots not as well lit 1 

197 Lighting - it's dark  Things to do - more for kids than adults   Food - no food. One 

truck that's it   Safety- in the dark too many little gangs. Aggressive youth 

1 

198 Lighting at the park- doesn't look like its very well lit. Doesn't look like it would light 

up areas besides paths very well.  Types of events- mostly music festivals, nothing 

really inclusive of all ages. Not very varied. Usually private events. Seems to be 

more centered to small groups. 

1 

199 Lighting is horrible. Need more lights. More bathrooms.  Bathrooms are dirty more 

patrol. No water on the grass on the main lawn. Grass is yellow 

1 

200 Lighting not bright enough more lighting 1 
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201 Lighting, lights go out around bridges at night which is nice for sleeping. 1 

202 Lightings- Bridge seems that lighting one amp is good,but lighting on actual bridge 

isn't bright enough. 

1 

203 Limited food optins 1 

204 Looks worn equipment 1 

205 Lots of weeds 1 

206 Margaritaville, community support, more working lights, wifi, 1 

207 McDonald's or drive through for bikers 1 

208 Mexican snacks 1 

209 More adult activities 1 

210 More diverse events 1 

211 More diverse events, nothing here for black folks. Multi-ethnic events 1 

212 More diverse music for minority's 1 

213 More events at the park, but always something to do. 1 

214 More events music and world fest events, more food 1 

215 More events, Spanish bands 1 

216 More events. 1 

217 More events. And food options 1 

218 More events. Diversity of music, blues, soul music, buddy guy, 1 

219 More flowers, more drink vendors, 1 

220 More food and activities 1 

221 More food needed 1 

222 More food options here. 1 

223 More food options, more events, live funk, 1 

224 More food places not during events. 1 

225 More food stands, more water features, swimming pool 1 

226 More food trucks 1 

227 More food trucks at events 1 
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228 More food trucks for snack cheap like vending 1 

229 More food variety and selection 1 

230 More food vendors and variety. Would like to see more police patrols in splash 

park area. 

1 

231 More food, activities for adults like the Indiana side, 1 

232 More food, bouncy house, 1 

233 More hip hop and reggae and blues and jazz concerts 1 

234 More jazz music 1 

235 More lighting 1 

236 More lighting   No food options 1 

237 More lighting in areas with lots of foliage at night 1 

238 More lighting. More food options here like jeffersonville. 1 

239 More lights 1 

240 More lights, cleaner bathrooms, more food options 1 

241 More music, more live theater, community theater, 1 

242 More open, less hills 1 

243 More places to eat 1 

244 More police and security 1 

245 More police presence. Community violence in general. 1 

246 More refreshments for kids 1 

247 more refreshments, water, ice cream 1 

248 More seating. 1 

249 More security patrolling or standing around. Owensboro is more up to date and 

clean. Young people and scout troops are continually picking up trash. Use them as 

a model. Their riverfront is nice. Clean and repair blue carpet. Parking don't charge. 

Keeps people from coming. Keep free. 

1 

250 More security to patrol smokers 1 

251 More Security, workout equipment, more fountains, don't extend the park, more 

ashtrays 

1 
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252 More shading. More food. Story time. Music for kids. 1 

253 More slides, 1 

254 More things to do for ppl her age, archery 1 

255 More upkeep on grass and natural areas. Some parts seem neglected. 1 

256 More variety of food 1 

257 More variety of food, open visible food, more free events 1 

258 More variety of food. 1 

259 Mostly food trucks 1 

260 Mountain biking, want to be able to bring the grill, easier parking, 1 

261 Need cleansing bathrooms. More variety of food. More family friendly activities. 

Community field day free. Movie night with food vendor. Color run for the park. 

1 

262 Need more bathrooms, more shops and stores 1 

263 Need more food like indiana 1 

264 Need more food options 1 

265 Need more kid friendly food for the kids. 1 

266 Need more restaurants and more kids events 1 

267 Need more restaurants or food vendors and more festivities. 1 

268 Need to be more food variety and more vendors. Activities for adults more during 

the week 

1 

269 Need to clean bathrooms more. At 4 am event no light to set up with 1 

270 Needs bike service stations. More water fountains. More variety and frequent food 

truck routes. More lights at night 

1 

271 Nights 1 

272 No food   Dirty bathrooms 1 

273 No food , better safety at night 1 

274 No food at park 1 

275 No food available 1 

276 No food heren 1 

277 No food on this side of river 1 
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278 No food options. 1 

279 No food we want ice cream and real meals 1 

280 No food with no events 1 

281 No food, more safety precautions at night 1 

282 No good food 1 

283 No lighting for set up before dawn 1 

284 No restaurants 1 

285 No restaurants, or ice cream 1 

286 No security around playgrounds 1 

287 No skateboarding signs where appropriate. Daughter had accident 1 

288 No variety 1 

289 No vegetarian food 1 

290 No Vegetarian options 1 

291 Noises, and general upkeep needed around steamboats 1 

292 Not a lot of family/kids events. Maybe something planned every weekend. $1 

hotdogs and cheaper drinks for big families. Then would stay here longer. 

1 

293 Not a lot of food outside events 1 

294 Not a lot of fresh food options, and this is first time back since shooting 1 

295 Not a variety of food 1 

296 Not a whole lot. 1 

297 Not dirty just not clean 1 

298 Not enough choices, more food trucks 1 

299 Not enough diversity in food choices, more vendors. 1 

300 Not enough events 1 

301 Not enough events for older people 1 

302 Not enough food vendors, lots of playgrounds but not much for adults 1 

303 Not enough normal food 1 

304 Not enough options 1 
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305 Not enough things to do for adults. Would like to see affordable restaurants 

Louisville side close to park. 

1 

306 Not enough to do besides the bikes 1 

307 Not enough variety, don't like grilled cheese 1 

308 Not enough variety, no restaurants 1 

309 Not food options at park. Not enough. Lighting in more places in walkways. Parking 

free! Don't charge. 

1 

310 Not good food 1 

311 Not mAny food choices 1 

312 Not many options 1 

313 Not many options for food 1 

314 Not much food available on normal day 1 

315 Not much food on a regular day 1 

316 Not much food. 1 

317 Not really too many concession stands and not much for adults except riding bikes 

and walking 

1 

318 Not sure what kind of food is available. 1 

319 Not variety of places to eat. Bring food truck on the weekend. View maintenance to 

see river. Parking free. Don't pay at other parks. Charge parking for event days 

otherwise free. Pay for parking in one area. Add more statues in the park more 

artifacts and history. 

1 

320 Not very much food 1 

321 Nothing to do for adults 1 

322 Number- doesn't come often 1 

323 Number of e e to- not many events held 1 

324 Number of event- seasonal   Food - depends. Events 1 

325 Number of events- doesn't seem like many  Variety- few options available  Quality- 

average food 

1 

326 Number of events- don't know or hear about them  Park safety- recent shooting 1 

327 Number of events- events not accessible 1 
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328 Number of events- hasn't seen much except for current e net and waterfront 

Wednesday   Quality- same thing each time, just hot dogs 

1 

329 Number of events- never here when they have an event  Variety- doesn't see too 

many vending machines or food stands 

1 

330 Number of events- not many events  Quality of food-not enough variety  Variety- 

not many options 

1 

331 Number of events- only aware of waterfront Wednesdays 1 

332 Number of events- only knows of waterfront Wednesday 1 

333 Number of events- thinks there should be more  Things to do- could be more  

Variety- needs more restaurants 

1 

334 Number of events- wish there were more  Quality- just chili cheese fries  Variety- 

not much variety 

1 

335 Number of events- wish there were more family oriented events  Safety- recent 

issues with big for bridge 

1 

336 Number of events - only event he knows of   Hasn't seen other 5ks 1 

337 Only food for events 1 

338 Only food in Indiana 1 

339 Only food on Indiana side 1 

340 Only food on Indiana side, would have to travel downtown for restaurants 1 

341 Only hot dogs 1 

342 Only offer dogs on run more food. More good variety 1 

343 Only one food truck. Something was broken at splash park. 1 

344 Only seen a hotdog stand 1 

345 Only seen hotdogs and ice cream 1 

346 Only the hotdog stand 1 

347 Open a restaurant food trucks around lunch and evening 1 

348 Open up a restaurant 1 

349 Paddle boats, cold water fountains, ice cream parlor, winter activities, ice skating, 1 

350 Park cleanliness- seen trash around 1 
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351 Park cleanliness- sometimes clean sometimes dirt  Safety- not always safe but feels 

safe in the moment  Things to do- not much other than sightseeing a and things for 

the ifs 

1 

352 Park safety- doesn't feel completely safe.  Lighting - some areas by the river that 

could be more lit  Variety- not too many options  Cleanliness- some days really 

clean and some days trash everywhere  Upkeep- could be some updates in the 

playground area 

1 

353 Park safety- doesn't see any police officers as often as I would to see 1 

354 Park safety- doesn't see cops  Quality/variety- not many optiond 1 

355 Park safety- don't see police even at night  Variety- not many options   Quality - only 

get hod dogs and chips  Lighting- a lot of the lights are out on the bridge 

1 

356 Park safety- due to news media coverage 1 

357 Park safety- gang activity and fight  Variety- not alot 1 

358 Park safety- has been mugged once here before  Variety- only the hotdog stand 1 

359 Park safety- heard can be unsafe 1 

360 Park safety- heard of violent incidents  Variety- doesn't eat here often 1 

361 Park safety- many dark spots in the park  Variety- not many options  Quality- 

doesn't taste good and wouldn't want to try Jo's crab 

1 

362 Park safety- need a patrol  Things to do- not much to do for adults  Events- need 

more for kids 

1 

363 Park safety- only sees two officers  Not many food options 1 

364 Park safety- people carrying guns openly 1 

365 Park safety- rarely see security  Clean- see drugs around  Condition- rundown, 

graffiti  Variety- not a lot of food available 

1 

366 Park safety- recent shooting and before that was unsafe  Variety- nothing but the 

hot dog stand and popsicles 

1 

367 Park safety- shootings 1 

368 Park safety- with anywhere in downtown Louisville it can be sketchy   Variety- 

haven't seen any food here 

1 

369 Park safety- you heArd bad things  Quality- doesn't ,Ike the vendors 1 

370 Park safety - don't feel safe in the evening   Food- they need more options. 1 
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371 Park safety - heard lots of stories of it being sketchy 1 

372 Park safety - some one got jumped on the bridge, no one cares about safety   

Things to do at the park - people only got to the bridge   Reed not many options 

Food -   More events   Cleanliness- trash every where   Conditions - broken benches 

1 

373 Parking, 1 

374 People could use the trash and more 1 

375 People don't always throw away their trash. 1 

376 Pick up more trash. More garbage cans. Recycle bins. 1 

377 Play area needs repair slide chips and cracks 1 

378 Playground needs to be updated 1 

379 Police cars are empty 1 

380 Price of food is too expensive 1 

381 Quality- average options  Variety- not many options 1 

382 Quality- don't see many healthy options 1 

383 Quality- food available is fine should just me more  Variety- not enough 1 

384 Quality- greasy  Things- nothing here that's for sporting but they do across the 

bridge  Lighting- some dark areas 

1 

385 Quality- just hotdogs there's other things to eat  Variety- no variety  Things to do- 

only thing is to do is walk the bridge or take kids to the playground. They need 

more of a Variety. Mainly a place to relax. 

1 

386 Quality- just the hot dog stand  Variety- little variety hamburgers hotdogs or ice 

cream  Safety- was present when the recent shooting occurred 

1 

387 Quality- looks good  Things to do- only comes for music not outdoor person  

Number- doesn't pay attention to them  Variety- doesn't know  Types- 'just 

guessing' 

1 

388 Quality- mostly fast food  Variety- only one stand  Number of events held- typically 

something most weekends but not somethings g everyday 

1 

389 Quality- not healthy 1 

390 Quality- not very healthy  Variety- not a healthy variety 1 

391 Quality- nothing but hotdogs  Types of events- no events going on  Condition of the 

park- it's clean and safe, everything works nothing is broke, 

1 
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392 Quality- nothing healthy  Variety- all park food 1 

393 Quality- only hot dogs  Variety- not many options  Things to do- not much to do for 

older people 

1 

394 Quality- only Joe's Crab Shack  Things to do- not much to do but walk  Variety- only 

one option 

1 

395 Quality- volt hVe hotdogs  Variety- not much besides hotdogs 1 

396 Quality - hotdogs are expensive  Safety- cousin recently shot 1 

397 Quality - just hotdogs and not good quality  Number of events- very few there could 

be more  Lighting - gets really dark at night   Variety - little variety. Just hotdogs and 

ice cream 

1 

398 Quality - only gave the hotdogs and they aren't good  Lighting- some areas need 

better lighting 

1 

399 Quality of food- don't really know  Variety of food - wouldn't know. Food?  Safety- 

haven't seen any cops 

1 

400 Quality of food- only one type- seafood  Variety of food- only seafood, not everyone 

likes seafood 

1 

401 Quality/variet- no food available 1 

402 Quality/variety-  not any iotins 1 

403 Quality/variety- didn't know of any options at the park 1 

404 Quality/variety- doesn't see many options 1 

405 Quality/variety- doesn't see much would like more options 1 

406 Quality/variety- few options 1 

407 Quality/variety- not many options 1 

408 Quality/variety- not many options and iOS crab shack is bad 1 

409 Quality/variety - no designated food area  Safety- no police 

officers/security/security buttons 

1 

410 Quality/variety - no food options   Park safety -fights on big 4 bridge 1 

411 Quality/variety nothing but the hot dog stand  Types of events  Number of events- 

should be more e nets considering how big the park is  Types of events- would like 

,ore culture and kids  Park safety not enough presence of police during evening  

Lighting not a lot of good. Lighting in parking are 

1 
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412 Recent shooting 1 

413 Replacement of flooring 1 

414 Restaurant was just okay 1 

415 Restroom clean more 1 

416 Restroom smell and trashed clean make men's and women's different 1 

417 Safety- all of the news 1 

418 Safety- assumed to be patrolled. 1 

419 Safety- didn't see cops, but saw cop card 1 

420 Safety- doesn't look unsafe, but doesn't see security 1 

421 Safety- don't know   Types of events- sees evenets on social media 1 

422 Safety- friend robbed here 1 

423 Safety- have r seen cope  Quality/variety- not many options and doesn't taste very 

well 

1 

424 Safety- haven't seen security  Cleanliness- sees a lot of trash 1 

425 Safety- more patrols after school hours 1 

426 Safety- never think about safety when here 1 

427 Safety- no emergency poles, doesn't see police officers  Cleanliness- noticed some 

garbage 

1 

428 Safety- not enough cops 1 

429 Safety- not many cops.   Food - not a lot of food   Events - don't know of many event 

s  not advertised. 

1 

430 Safety- playgrounds are very open not a contained space  Decking on playgrounds 

are broken can easily hurt children 

1 

431 Safety- recent shooting 1 

432 Safety- some darks area at night 1 

433 Safety - based on crime on news 1 

434 Safety - Crimean justice. Patrol is high.   Conditions - bathrooms are gross. Garbage 

on playground 

1 

435 Safety - downtown can't come too late 1 
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436 Safety - I know if specific events that have happened that people have been hurt. 

Wouldn't come at night   Events - on,y come to forecastle   Cleanliness - trash in the 

Bay Area. Cigarettes buds   Food - don't know anywhere. 

1 

437 Safety - past hosting 1 

438 Safety - shootings. And gangs 1 

439 Safety - too many fights. Not safe. Specially at night.   Food. - not many things   

Lights - not enough lights   Things - only think is play ground not enough events 

1 

440 Safety knew people beat up on bridge. Not good. New post not that helpful. Don't 

see roving patrols. Should be more for the money appropriations.see more bodies. 

1 

441 Safety on walking bridge at night is a concern. 1 

442 Safety. Time depends 1 

443 Said you have to bring your own food. 1 

444 See a lot of trash on ground 1 

445 Shootings 1 

446 Some areas of are as supervised. Where the trees are. Doesn't feel safe 1 

447 Souvenirs shop, more places to eat, shops, 1 

448 Subway is not high quality 1 

449 The bathrooms need to be much cleaner. Some trash around the park. 1 

450 The food is boring 1 

451 The pads on the ground are breaking up and are a tripping hazard. 1 

452 There's no food available 1 

453 There's only hot dogs 1 

454 There's only one food vendor. 1 

455 There are not enough events. One event a month enough. More restaurants. Look 

at jeffersonville for example. 

1 

456 There could be s greater variety and the quality is ok 1 

457 There is only the hot dog stand for food when there is no event 1 

458 They have very few events so they could increase number  The types of events are 

mainly for adults. Need more events for kids  Cleanliness- I see some trash now  

Safety - incidents you hear about in the news  Lighting- at night some dark areas 

1 
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459 Thing to do Not much to besides walk for teenagers  Variety not many options  

Quality the food sits out 

1 

460 Things- not many options just walking  Lighting- not many lights   Number of 

events- not enough events 

1 

461 Things- nothing but the playground. Unless there's an event.   Food - not a lot of 

places 

1 

462 Things - only thing is for children. For adults only walk around.   Type and number 

of events - need more info about events.   Food - only lemonade. More variety of 

food availed. 

1 

463 Things - only walk. Playground. People watching. 1 

464 Things to do- 'kids are happy' 1 

465 Things to do-  don't participate in many events just family outings, they are look 

forward to more kid friendly events  Park cleanliness- restrooms and playgrounds 

are dirty  Condition- restrooms need better upkeep 

1 

466 Things to do- I am a calm person likes to walk around, speaking in regards to family 

and friends wouldn't be that much to do. 

1 

467 Things to do- just the way I see  Upkeep- it's good but could be better 1 

468 Things to do- knows how here's things to do but sees a lot of people bringIng their 

own things to do 

1 

469 Things to do- mainly things for kids  Types of events- not too much going on  

Quality- just hotdogs 

1 

470 Things to do- mainly walk around for older people  Park safety- stuff happens down 

here sometimes. Sometimes they control it wine times they dint 

1 

471 Things to do- need more things  Safety- anything can happen  Cleanliness- sees 

trash right now 

1 

472 Things to do- not a big variety of things  Quality- it's good but not the best  Variety- 

not many options 

1 

473 Things to do- not a lot  Number of events- doesn't know of many 1 

474 Things to do- not a whole lot of options 1 

475 Things to do- not many events and when not an event limited to what you can do  

Variety- not many options   Number of events held- not enough 

1 
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476 Things to do- not much besides walk and bike  Variety- haven't seen any options  

Quality- just drinks and ice cream  Number of events- nothing going on today  

Types- didn't see any events 

1 

477 Things to do- not much to do except look around  Events- mainly white events 1 

478 Things to do- not much to do if not am e r t  Variety- only two vendors 1 

479 Things to do- nothing but the concert  Variety- not many options 1 

480 Things to do- nothing to do  Variety- no variety available 1 

481 Things to do- only events or eat 1 

482 Things to do- tired of things to do  Condition- the grills are nasty  Safety- shooting 

from other day but they have police here 

1 

483 Things to do- upset that abbey road is across the river. Everything going to Indiana  

Quality- no place they would ever eat here.   Clean- some of the trails are not 

maintained  Variety- no variety  Safety- felt uncomfortable   Number of events- not 

a variety of events. Always ethnic and excludes people  Type of events- losing 

abbey road, again having to leave to see events on Indiana side. No large true top 

name events. 

1 

484 Things to do- when there's no events not much to besides walk or picnic 1 

485 Things to do -   Food- money 1 

486 Things to do - it's spread out you van only do one things   No food options for 

vegetarians or gluten free  Bad bathrooms 

1 

487 Things to do - not much to do   Clean - some garbage   Condition - bathrooms is hot 

and water fountain is hot 

1 

488 Things to do  for her kids to play with 1 

489 Things to do are mainly for kids and not adults  Need a greater variety of food  

Quality is not gealthy 

1 

490 Things to do.- a lot of kid things. But you have you bring your own things if your 

older 

1 

491 Thinks they need a variety of vendors 1 

492 Too many cigarette butts 1 

493 Too many events in one day 1 

494 Too much crime at night. 1 
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495 Too similar events and food 1 

496 Trash a lot. 1 

497 Trash around 1 

498 Trash on ground 1 

499 Trash pile in water was unexpected, subway was only food could find 1 

500 Type of events - better music 1 

501 Types- depends on if aligns with interests 1 

502 Types- not enormous go advertising  Number- not enough advertising  Safety- 

don't always feel safe with cops 

1 

503 Types of events- doesn't know about them  The number of ev nuts- not widely 

known  Park safety- cops don't make her feel safe 

1 

504 Types of events- for younger people. Prefers events for older people 1 

505 Types of events- hasn't seen an event that appeals to his interests  Variety- if you're 

lucky you can only get a hot dog or Popsicle   Lighting- only certain areas are well lit  

Number of events- hasn't seen by and is here often  Quality- has gotten sick from 

the hotdogs 

1 

506 Types of events- hasn't seen any  Park safety- doesn't see Andy police officers  

Condition- playgrounds need repair 

1 

507 Types of events- hasn't seen other events 1 

508 Types of events- need a greater variety  Variety- only hot dogs  Quality- doesn't like 

hotdogs 

1 

509 Types of events- no events , not publicized   Conditions- I've seen better   Food- one 

vendor. And one restaurant to attract more people have more vendors. Food 

trucks 

1 

510 Types of events- not a wide variety 1 

511 Types of events- not many options 1 

512 Types of events- nothing to do right now  Number of events- nothing going on  

Quality of food- doesn't like hotdogs and food is expensive 

1 

513 Types of events- only participate in holiday events  Things to do- generally come 

down and do one thing 

1 
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514 Types of events- would like to see ,ore during the daylight areas  Lighting - put an 

additional tax on them for security and it's not happening  Condition- takes a while 

to clean up after an event  Quality/variety - no food always go to Indiana to eat  

Things to do- not much other than walking across the park   Number of events- 

missing opportunity could have more events  Park safety- lack of police protection   

Wish they'd spend more money making sure there's more things to do 

1 

515 Types of events - more family oriented events needed 1 

516 Types/number of events seems like there's only a couple events and only geared 

towards hipsters or sports 

1 

517 Typically bring own food or drive to someplace nearby 1 

518 Upgrade the children areas. 1 

519 Upkeep - constructive on going on for a while 1 

520 Upkeep - the fountain area look,s like it could some work 1 

521 Variety-  not big variety 1 

522 Variety-  not many options  Quality- is crap 1 

523 Variety- cant think of anything besides the hot dog stand  Quality- it seems like junk 

food 

1 

524 Variety- could be more options 1 

525 Variety- didn't see a lot  Quality- just general thought on the food  Things to do- 

didn't se many options  Types of events- didn't see many options 

1 

526 Variety- doesn't  know what all food is available   Park safety- due to shootings  

Condition of the park- needs to be a safe padding near water invade kids end up 

falling in 

1 

527 Variety- doesn't know if many options 1 

528 Variety- doesn't know if variety well 1 

529 Variety- doesn't know of the restaurants   Quality- Jo's crab shack is ok 1 

530 Variety- doesn't know what else is around hadn't seen anything  Safety- someone in 

the bathroom running water for a long time 

1 

531 Variety- doesn't like vendor food 1 

532 Variety- expensive options 1 
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533 Variety- feels like there should be a little more variety other than hot dogs, chips, 

and ipcorn maybe more healthy alternatives 

1 

534 Variety- few options  Quality- because of the options 1 

535 Variety- haven't seen a variety 1 

536 Variety- little food options  Quality-  chips aren't much 1 

537 Variety- little variety. Very standard  Quality- I'm a picky eater  Events- I think there 

could be more things to do 

1 

538 Variety- need more food options  Things to do- should hVe more on the river 1 

539 Variety- need more options around the playground  Quality- not alwYs good 

depends on taste buds 

1 

540 Variety- needs to be more seek yion 1 

541 Variety- no food available  Quality- ain't no food 1 

542 Variety- no food besides hotdog stand and restaurants close  Quality- 'hot dogs are 

just hot dogs' 

1 

543 Variety- no food options  Quality- food isn't good 1 

544 Variety- no Italian  food  Park safety- unattended children 1 

545 Variety- no variety 1 

546 Variety- no variety  Quality- lack of options  Park safety- from what she hears in the 

news  Things to do- more built in athletic areas like a tennis court 

1 

547 Variety- no variety unless you bring food  Quality- not many options 1 

548 Variety- not a lot of variety  Types of events- average to what other cities do  Things 

to do- not much outside of biking and walking  Cleanliness- about average 

1 

549 Variety- not a lot of variety unless for events 1 

550 Variety- not enough 1 

551 Variety- not many choices  Things to do- a lot to do, I am just old 1 

552 Variety- not many ethnic food options 1 

553 Variety- not many options  Quality- would like African food options 1 

554 Variety- not many options on sight  Things to do- just walking around  Lighting- 

really dark after lights on great lawn turn off 

1 
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555 Variety- not many options other than hot dog stand  Quality- doesn't taste good  

Number of events- not many events for African American people  Things to do- not 

much to do other than sightseeing, biking, or bridge 

1 

556 Variety- not many options since the Mexican restaurant closed  Quality-  cheaper 

street food. Not actually prepared 

1 

557 Variety- not many options.only one restaurant  Events not much or if be here more 

often  Park safety- wouldn't stay after dark, but safe in the day time  Things to do- 

things to do only in certain sections  Quality- changes too often. Expensive 

1 

558 variety- not many vendors   Quality- fair food lots of food options in Louisville 

surprising to not have more options her 

1 

559 Variety- not much available 1 

560 Variety- not much food around here would like more food trucks 1 

561 Variety- not much variety unless going to a festival 1 

562 Variety- not much variety; no options  Lighting- not much and can't go in every area  

Safety- especially at night due to lack of lighting makes me feel unsafe 

1 

563 Variety- nowhere to eat 1 

564 Variety- only aware of the hot dog stand  Things to do- not many activities for 

adults 

1 

565 Variety- only chips and hot dogs 1 

566 Variety- only knows of a few food vendor people in the park now 1 

567 Variety- only knows of one option 1 

568 Variety- only knows of one restaurant   Quality- doesn't think food is of good quality 

or healthy 

1 

569 Variety- only one area of food 1 

570 Variety- only one hot dog stand the restaurant keeps closing 1 

571 Variety- only restaurant close 1 

572 Variety- only saw hot dog stand  Clean- playground could use upkeep  Upkeep and 

repairs- just needed to be powerwashed 

1 

573 Variety- only seen a hotdog and Popsicle stand  Quality- only hotdogs 1 

574 Variety- only the hot dog place  Clean - current observations  Condition- overgrown 

grass and weeds 

1 
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575 Variety- only the hot dog stand 1 

576 Variety- options more   Fruit and veggies for vegans.  Ethic foods.   Safety- police 

presence helps.   Not many events or promotions. Independent music groups. Arts 

and crafts 

1 

577 Variety- there's food here? 1 

578 Variety- what is there  Things to do- mainly walk. Any other options 1 

579 Variety - not  enough., limited   Safety- evening has suspicious activities   Lighting - 

not enough   Things - water on,y. Not enough 

1 

580 Variety food - only one option.   Things to do - swings at splash park. Things for 

adults to climb. Frisbee golf. Goofy golf. Public art.   Type of events- no relevant 

events with 2yr old. Kid friendly. Family friend. Percussion playground   Conditions - 

bathrooms and changing stations. Section of the splash park doesn't work   Park 

cleanliness - find fecal matter.d broken glass under steam boat. Homeless people. 

1 

581 Variety of food- not many options 1 

582 Variety of food- there isn't anything. 1 

583 Variety of food -   Safety - it's fine during the day   Lighting - it's okay in some areas  

darker in others 

1 

584 Variety of food - no variety 1 

585 Variety Quality- do t know what to eat not many options 1 

586 Variety/quality- not a large selection and brats and pizza for food 1 

587 Variety/quality- not much 1 

588 Variety/Quality- not much food available, would go back to Jefferson   Safety- had 

backpack stolen recently 

1 

589 Variety/quality- only corn dogs  Things to do- not much besides sitting or running 1 

590 Vegetarian 1 

591 Vending machines 1 

592 Water fountains don't work and there is no food or drinks 1 

593 Waterfront could be safer as far as kids going into water by accident, and 

playgrounds could be better lit at dusk. 

1 

594 What food? 1 
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595 Wine tasting, more games, small business festival, more diverse music concerts like 

jazz, r&b. A local flea market. 

1 

596 Wish there were more food available, carts that move around. 1 

597 Would be nice if restaurNt was open 1 

598 Would like steak a shak year round or seasonal fixed in place food place 1 

599 Would like to see a cafe in park 1 

600 Wouldn't mind more attractions that went along with the bridge. 1 

601 You hear it is not safe, don't feel safe, times you think about for safety 1 
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Appendix C – Full list of ‘other’ responses and 

additional questions 

Kentucky and Indiana counties  

Kentucky residents   

Jefferson 88% 

Bullitt 3% 

Oldham 4% 

Shelby 2% 

Other KY County: 3% 

 

Indiana residents 

Clark 53% 

Floyd 30% 

Harrison 5% 

Other IN County: 11% 

Clark 53% 

Other Kentucky counties  

 Response Percent  

1 Hardin 32% 

2 Fayette 6% 

3 Nelson 6% 

4 Bardstown 3% 

5 Campbell 3% 

6 E town 3% 

7 Fayetteville 3% 

8 Grayson 3% 

9 Henry 3% 
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10 Jesimein 3% 

11 Lexington 3% 

12 Madison 3% 

13 Meade 3% 

14 Monroe 3% 

15 P 3% 

16 Paris 3% 

17 Scott 3% 

18 Spencer county 3% 

19 Trimbel 3% 

20 Warren 3% 

Other Indiana counties 

 Response Count 

1 Crawford 25% 

2 Jeff 13% 

3 Scott 13% 

4 Corydon 6% 

5 Greene 6% 

6 Jeffersonville 6% 

7 Marian 6% 

8 New albany 6% 

9 Salem 6% 

10 Scott County 6% 

11 Sellersburg 6% 
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What events have you attended?  

 Response Count 

1 Thunder over Louisville 6 

2 Art festival 4 

3 Hike Bike & Paddle 4 

4 Polo 2 

6 5k Races 2 

7 Beer fest 2 

8 Concerts 2 

9 4th of July 2 

10 Belle of Louisville cruise 1 

11 Bernie Sanders rally 1 

12 Breast cancer awareness walk 1 

13 Brew Fest KY Brewers Guild 1 

14 Car shows 1 

15 Chow Wagon 1 

16 Christian Rally and worship event 1 

17 Classical music and kites 1 

18 Color run 1 

19 Color run, wine on the river 1 

20 Beer and Food Truck Festival 1 

21 Craft fair 1 

22 Dragon Boat and Steamboat Races 1 

23 Dragon Boat Festival 1 

24 Fleur de flea 1 

25 Flugtag 1 

26 Gonzofest, random art fairs. 1 

27 GRATEVILLE LOVILLE 1 
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28 Halloween event 1 

29 International festival 1 

30 It was an art fair 1 

31 Kentucky Brewer 1 
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For your most recent trip to the Louisville area, what form of 
transportation did you use to get to the area?  

 Response Count 

1 Walked 3 

2 Shuttle from bachman chevrolet and VW 1 

3 we drove, kids flew 1 

 
While you were in the Louisville area, what other activities or 
attractions did you visit?  

 Response Count 

1 Restaurants 3 

2 Family 1 

3 Impellezeris 1 

4 Iron man Louisville 1 

5 Ironman events 1 

6 Jack O\' Lantern Spectacular in Iriquois Park 1 

7 just restaurants 1 

8 malibu jacks 1 

9 Mammoth Cave 1 

10 New Lou restaurant 1 

11 none 1 

12 Parks, big four bridge 1 

13 Parks, cemeteries, bike trails, tennis, food 1 

14 Parks, U of L, restaurants, shopping 1 

15 Pumpkin festival 1 

16 Restaurants downtown 1 

17 Skatepark 1 

18 the halloween pumpkin trail in the Iriqus park 1 

19 Walking bridge 1 
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20 We went shopping at different malls st. Matthews and Oxnard or something. 1 

21 Zoo 1 

 

What is the main reason you are visiting Downtown Louisville 
today?  

 Response Count  

1 Event 61 

2 Boat fest 5 

3 Walk the bridge 5 

4 Birthday 3 

5 Downs event 3 

6 Enjoy the weather 3 

7 Jug band 3 

8 Night nation run 3 

9 Relax 3 

10 Sightseeing 3 

11 Art fest 2 

12 Birthday party 2 

13 Exercise 2 

14 Get out of the house 2 

15 Live here 2 

16 Lives here 2 

17 The walk 2 

18 To relax 2 

19 Walking 2 

20 Wine 2 

21 ,us 1 

22 Art fest and festivals 1 
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23 Artistic expression 1 

24 Ballon release 1 

25 Big four bridge 1 

26 Bike ride 1 

27 Biking 1 

28 Boast fest 1 

29 Boat race 1 

30 Boat races 1 

31 Bridge 1 

32 Bridge walk to jeffersonville 1 

33 Bring grandkids to park 1 

34 Buy a bike 1 

35 Buy local fair 1 

36 Chill 1 

37 Color run 1 

38 Dance classes 1 

39 Downs walk 1 

40 Enjoy weather 1 

41 Enjoying the weather 1 

42 Entertainment 1 

43 Evebt 1 

44 Event and eat 1 

45 Event Down syndrome walk 1 

46 Event in the park 1 

47 Event s 1 

48 Event volunteer 1 

49 Exploring 1 

50 Exploring the area 1 
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51 Family event 1 

52 Fireworks 1 

53 Fish 1 

54 Flea market event 1 

55 Fresh air with kids 1 

56 Fun outdoors 1 

57 Get out and enjoy weather, happened to come to park 1 

58 Hang out 1 

59 Hangout 1 

60 Hosting a festival 1 

61 I live here 1 

62 Just something to do 1 

63 Just visiting 1 

64 Just visiting the area 1 

65 Just walking around 1 

66 Live close 1 

67 Live downtown 1 

68 Live in area 1 

69 Live in the area 1 

70 Lives close by 1 

71 Lives in the area 1 

72 Luoisville loop bike ride 1 

73 Meet a friend 1 

74 Meeting others 1 

75 Memorial Day flag event 1 

76 Music 1 

77 Night run 1 

78 Off work kids out of school 1 
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79 Out on our boat parked to come play 1 

80 Park and art event 1 

81 Passing time 1 

82 Peace 1 

83 Peace of mind 1 

84 Peace walk st Stevens 1 

85 People watch 1 

86 Picking up someone 1 

87 Pictures 1 

88 Pleasure 1 

89 Pokemon 1 

90 Pokemon go 1 

91 Pokemon hunting 1 

92 Pretty day 1 

93 Proposal 1 

94 Race 1 

95 Race up street. And art festivals 1 

96 Randr 1 

97 Recreation 1 

98 Relax walk 1 

99 Resurface chicken cook out 1 

100 Ride bike 1 

101 Salsa sunday 1 

102 See water weather good 1 

103 Shade 1 

104 Show a guest around 1 

105 Show her friend around 1 

106 Skateboarding 1 
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107 Skatepark 1 

108 Somethings hint to do 1 

109 Sow friends the park 1 

110 Spend time with children 1 

111 Spend time with friends 1 

112 Spend time with others 1 

113 Spend time with son 1 

114 Sport team practice 1 

115 The all 1 

116 The day out 1 

117 The Fourth of July 1 

118 The good weather 1 

119 The run 1 

120 Time with kids in park 1 

121 Time with son having fun 1 

122 Touring 1 

123 Training dog 1 

124 Trying to have a baby. Walking 1 

125 Visiting 1 

126 Visiting son in jail 1 

127 Visiting sweetheart 1 

128 Volunteer for the walk 1 

129 Volunteer with Louisville metro animal services 1 

130 Walk for event 1 

131 Walk the bridge daily 1 

132 Walking and entertainment 1 

133 Walking bridge 1 

134 Walking bridge and park 1 
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135 Wanderlust 1 

136 Water park 1 

137 Wear kids out 1 

138 Wife has a class 1 

139 Wine fest 1 

140 Wine on the river 1 

141 Workout 1 

 

What else are you going to be doing today while you are in 
downtown today?  

 Response Count  

1 Doesn\'t know 4 

2 Walking around 3 

3 Bars 2 

4 Biking 2 

5 Bridge 2 

6 Don\'t know 2 

7 Drinking 2 

8 Maybe 2 

9 Walk around 2 

10 Walking the bridge 2 

11 Another event 1 

12 Art fair 1 

13 Art festival. Blues festival. German town 1 

14 Biking around the area 1 

15 Bourbon and beyond festival 1 

16 Brewery 1 

17 Bridge walk 1 
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18 Candy 1 

19 Cathedral 1 

20 Check out the bikes 1 

21 Church and club 1 

22 Cont know 1 

23 Cousin\'s graduation 1 

24 Date night tonight 1 

25 Distillery 1 

26 Doesn\'t know yet 1 

27 Don\'t j ow 1 

28 Eat form from the vendors. 1 

29 Eat lunch 1 

30 Eating on Jeffersonville side 1 

31 Eating sightseeing 1 

32 Event 1 

33 Event only 1 

34 Falls of the Ohio 1 

35 Fire works 1 

36 Galt house event 1 

37 Go drink 1 

38 Go eat in Indiana 1 

39 Go out 1 

40 Go to gals house for a drink 1 

41 Going home. We live here 1 

42 Going to across bridge 1 

43 Going to the hospital 1 

44 Going to the mall. 1 

45 Going to the seminary 1 
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46 Going to the zoo 1 

47 Grab lunch 1 

48 Hanging out with friends 1 

49 Hit a bar 1 

50 Homeless lives at park 1 

51 Hookah lounge 1 

52 Horror homes 1 

53 Hotel 1 

54 Hulu festival 1 

55 I don\'t know 1 

56 Iroquois pumpkin 1 

57 Jack o Latern 1 

58 Just the evebt 1 

59 Just the even 1 

60 Just to connect with natire 1 

61 Just walking 1 

62 Leaving town 1 

63 Library 1 

64 Live downtown 1 

65 Lives in area 1 

66 Maybe after kids go home 1 

67 Meetings.                     J 1 

68 Movie 1 

69 Not at the moment 1 

70 Not sure 1 

71 Peace walk 1 

72 Punk kin 1 

73 Rent bikes 1 
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74 Returning a rental car 1 

75 Ride around the area 1 

76 Riding bike around 1 

77 Riding motorcycle through downtown 1 

78 Salsa 1 

79 School nearby 1 

80 Shower at wayside 1 

81 Skate park 1 

82 Skate park and walking bridge 1 

83 Skateboarding 1 

84 Sleeping 1 

85 Soccer game son 1 

86 Splash park, picnic 1 

87 Steel city pops 1 

88 Take in scenery 1 

89 Taking pictures 1 

90 Took wife to work beforehand. 1 

91 Uofl game 1 

92 Use zero bye downtown 1 

93 Visit son later 1 

94 Visit the YMCA 1 

95 Visited parrish 1 

96 Visiting son 1 

97 Walk down town 1 

98 Walking around downtown 1 

99 Walking bridge 1 

100 Watching fireworks 1 

101 West Main Street nulu visit 1 
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102 Wine festival 1 

103 Zoo 1 

 

What is the primary language spoken in your home?  

 Response Count 

1 Russian  2 

2 Swahili  2 

3 Bengali  1 

4 Bosnian  1 

5 Dari  1 

6 English/Spamish  1 

7 Georgian  1 

8 German  1 

9 Gugarati  1 

10 Marathi  1 

11 Netalee  1 

12 Polish  1 

13 Portuguese  1 

14 Romanian  1 

15 Spainish and English  1 

16 Tagalog  1 

17 Thai  1 

18 Turkish  1 

19 Woolof  1 

20 Yorbau  1 
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What is your employment status?  

 Response Count 

1 Unemployed 28 

2 Self employed 7 

3 All except student 1 

4 At war with social security 1 

5 Care giver inside home 1 

6 Disabled 1 

7 Disabled, can\'t work 1 

8 Full time and student 1 

9 Looking for a job 1 

10 Missionary 1 

11 Neither employed or student, just graduated 1 

12 Not employed 1 

13 Not working now 1 

14 Pastor 1 

15 Retired disabled 1 

16 Self 1 

17 Self-employed 1 

18 Self employment 1 

19 Social security 1 

20 Stay at home mom 1 

21 Stay at home parent 1 

22 Student and full time 1 
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If you weren't at Waterfront Park today, what else would you be 
doing?  

 Response Count 

1 Working 23 

2 Work 17 

3 At work 7 

4 Eating 7 

5 Shopping 7 

6 Don\'t know 5 

7 Zoo 5 

8 Gym 4 

9 Movies 4 

10 Pool 4 

11 Sleeping 4 

12 Doesn\'t know 3 

13 Driving 3 

14 Fishing 3 

15 Hiking 3 

16 Mall 3 

17 Swimming 3 

18 Traveling 3 

19 At the gym 2 

20 At the hospital 2 

21 At the mall 2 

22 At the pool 2 

23 Be at work 2 

24 Birthday party 2 

25 Church 2 
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26 Golfing 2 

27 Grocery shopping 2 

28 I don\'t know 2 

29 Restaurant 2 

30 Visiting family 2 

31 Walking around 2 

32 Watching football 2 

33 Working out 2 

34 Zip line 2 

35 Another family event 1 

36 Another outdoor activity 1 

37 At a bar 1 

38 At a pool 1 

39 At gym 1 

40 At lunch 1 

41 At the library 1 

42 At the movies 1 

43 At zoo 1 

44 Ball fields 1 

45 Baseball 1 

46 Bbq 1 

47 Biking 1 

48 Biking some place else 1 

49 Biking somewhere else 1 

50 Campsite swimming 1 

51 Car show in fair grounds 1 

52 Chuck e cheese 1 

53 Coffee 1 
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54 Coffee shop 1 

55 Cook out at home 1 

56 Cooking out 1 

57 Date night 1 

58 Dinner elsewhere 1 

59 Drinking 1 

60 Drive to la grange 1 

61 Driving around in any park 1 

62 Driving back home 1 

63 Driving home 1 

64 Eat 1 

65 Eating at a restaurant 1 

66 Eating bards town 1 

67 Eating. Games 1 

68 Enjoying ice crean 1 

69 Excercising 1 

70 Exercising 1 

71 Fair 1 

72 Family event 1 

73 Flea market 1 

74 Friends house for a cook out 1 

75 Gardening 1 

76 Geocaching 1 

77 Getting a tattoo on bardstown road 1 

78 Go to family\'s house to eat bbq 1 

79 Going to pick green beans 1 

80 Going to the Slugger Museum 1 

81 Gym or sleep 1 
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82 Gym or work 1 

83 Hanging out with friends 1 

84 Here everyday so wouldn\'t not be here 1 

85 Hiking camping 1 

86 Historic area houses 1 

87 Homework 1 

88 Hospital 1 

89 House searching 1 

90 Hubers 1 

91 Hubuers farm 1 

92 Hulu 1 

93 I\'m Bird 1 

94 I\'m the mall, sleeping 1 

95 In a meeting 1 

96 In the house reading books 1 

97 Joe Ley 1 

98 Just outside 1 

99 Kart country 1 

100 Kayaking 1 

101 Laundry 1 

102 Letter boxing 1 

103 Look 1 

104 Mammoth cave 1 

105 Meal prep 1 

106 Mega caverns 1 

107 Movie 1 

108 Muhammad Ali Museum 1 

109 Museum 1 
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110 Music and bowling 1 

111 Nails 1 

112 Napping 1 

113 Neighborhood pool 1 

114 Nothing else 1 

115 Other boat race 1 

116 Out driving 1 

117 Paint ball 1 

118 Patton Museum Ft.Knox 1 

119 Prom 1 

120 Reading 1 

121 Reading a book 1 

122 Rehearsing 1 

123 Rest area on road traveling 1 

124 Riding my bike across East End Bridge. 1 

125 Rode bikes 1 

126 Running 1 

127 Science center 1 

128 Seminary 1 

129 Shoppimg 1 

130 Shopping on market street 1 

131 Sit in back yard 1 

132 Smoking 1 

133 Some other family event 1 

134 Something outside 1 

135 Something with family 1 

136 Somewhere on the new Albany side 1 

137 Somewhere outside 1 
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138 Somewhere swimming 1 

139 Sons house 1 

140 Spending time together on Sunday 1 

141 Spending time with family 1 

142 Sporting event 1 

143 St. James art fair 1 

144 Studying 1 

145 Swimmimg 1 

146 Swimming at hotel 1 

147 Swimming at the hotel 1 

148 Swimming in a river 1 

149 Swing 1 

150 Taking pictures 1 

151 Track 1 

152 Training 1 

153 Travel out of town for another concert 1 

154 Traveling home 1 

155 Traveling home. 1 

156 UofL football game 1 

157 Visit Cincinnati 1 

158 Visit skate park 1 

159 Visiting family downtown 1 

160 Visiting vamily 1 

161 Walking around in neighborhood 1 

162 Walking bridge 1 

163 Walking dogs 1 

164 Walking down town 1 

165 Watching football at home 1 
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166 Wedding 1 

167 With friends 1 

168 With horses 1 

169 Work and then church 1 

170 Work downtown 1 

171 working 1 

172 Working on car 1 

173 Working usually 1 

174 Wrestling 1 

175 Writing 1 

176 Yard work 1 
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How would you describe today's trip? Would you call this a..? 

 Response Count 

1 Work 3 

2 Event 2 

3 All of the above. Work 1 

4 Being here 1 

5 Birthday party 1 

6 Birthday Party 1 

7 Business 1 

8 Exploratory so 1 

9 Family and friends 1 

10 Festival happening. Didn\'t know how to describe 1 

11 Getting out of hous 1 

12 Hanging out 1 

13 Inspiration 1 

14 Just out for the day 1 

15 Just so,rethink else 1 

16 Memorial for fallen soldiers 1 

17 See above 1 

18 See daughter 1 

19 Shopping 1 

20 Time together 1 

21 Together time 1 

22 Unwinding from work. 1 

23 Usual routine 1 

24 Volunteers work 1 

25 Walking the dog 1 
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What are the reasons for your visit to the park today? 

 Response Count 

1 Event 9 

2 Birthday party 5 

3 Work 4 

4 Biking 2 

5 Relaxing 2 

6 Big bridge 1 

7 Bike rental 1 

8 Boat broke down and could go boating 1 

9 Boat races 1 

10 Buy bike 1 

11 Celebrating wedding 1 

12 Connecting with a friend 1 

13 Contemplate life 1 

14 Date 1 

15 Deconnect from technology 1 

16 Dogs on the run 1 

17 Enjoy the weather 1 

18 Enjoying each other\'s company 1 

19 Enjoying the peace 1 

20 Event Down syndrome walk 1 

21 Familiarize self w/ area 1 

22 Fresh air 1 

23 Geo caching 1 

24 Get out of the house 1 

25 Green space and dogs on the run 1 

26 Iron Man 1 
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27 It\'s hot 1 

28 Just getting out of the house 1 

29 Just hanging out 1 

30 Just hanging out to talk 1 

31 Just reflecting on day 1 

32 Kid time 1 

33 Leisure 1 

34 Local food 1 

35 Look at path for the race 1 

36 Meet with friends 1 

37 Meeting a friend 1 

38 Owner of Subway 1 

39 Peace of mind 1 

40 Peaceful 1 

41 Play a sport 1 

42 Play game on phone 1 

43 Playground 1 

44 Pokemon go 1 

45 Reading 1 

46 Relax 1 

47 Rental bikes 1 

48 Right near hotel 1 

49 See events, check out the belle 1 

50 Shop 1 

51 Skateboard 1 

52 Spend time with friends 1 

53 Swings 1 

54 Team building work event 1 
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55 Time for himself 1 

56 Video 1 

57 Visiting 1 

58 Visiting with friends 1 

59 Waking peace walk 1 

60 Walk dog 1 

61 Walking through on way to Levee 1 

62 Watch the sunset 1 

63 Wine event tomorrow 1 

64 Work visit 1 

 

What is the main reason for your visit to the area?  

 Response Count 

1 Event 12 

2 Iron man 12 

3 Iron Man 4 

4 Ironman 4 

5 Wedding 3 

6 Hospital 2 

7 Music 2 

8 ACC Baseball event 1 

9 Basketball tournament 1 

10 But her town art festival. Have nice meal blues festival 1 

11 Car broke down on way to smokies 1 

12 Chemotherapy 1 

13 College 1 

14 Color run 1 

15 Concert 1 
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16 Concert festival 1 

17 Concert this weekend 1 

18 Daughter\'s orientation 1 

19 Doctor visit 1 

20 Fall break, pumpkin spectaular 1 

21 Festival 1 

22 Hospital visit 1 

23 Hurricane 1 

24 In route to Nashville 1 

25 Ironmam 1 

26 Ironman Louisville 1 

27 Job and family 1 

28 Missions camp outreach 1 

29 Night nation run 1 

30 On band your 1 

31 On the way to somewhere else 1 

32 Picking up son from ft Knox 1 

33 Road trip to texas 1 

34 Shopping Costco big 4 bridge 1 

35 Traveling through 1 

36 Vacation and business 1 

37 Visiting my kids who live here 1 

38 Visiting new to area exploring 1 

39 Visiting son in Fort Knox 1 

40 Wine event 1 

41 Zoo 1 

 

 


